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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A PROPOSED 
POLICY AND �ROGEOVRES MANUAL FOR THE 
SOUTH EASTERN SPECIAL BDUCATION DISTRICT 
The purpose of this field study was to develop a coherent, 
comprehensive, and codifiP-d policy and procedure• manual to propos� 
for adoption by th� s�uth Eastern Special Education Joint A�reement 
Diatrict. Prior to completion of this field study there existed no 
single source of reference for policies establishe4 by the Governing 
Council of South Eastern Special Education. Also, procedures meant 
to govern operation of the di.strict, administrAt ive directives, and 
forms affecting students and personnel were neither organized nor 
available in one convenient place. 
The problem waR to compose a useful working document to serve 
as a guide for future activities of the South Eastern Special Educ­
ation District. 
This paper discusses the advantages of written policies in 
general and points out issues and approaches in the development of 
written policies. The make-up of joint agreement special educatio� 
districts in Illinois is discussed, and their relationship to local 
school districts is delineated. The deairabi(ity of a policy manual 
for a special education joint agreement ia presented. Activities 
required to bring the project to completion are summarized, and a 
portion of 'Phe paper is devoted to an analysis.of problems encountered 
in treating a project of such complexity. Suggestions for eliminating 
or reducing such obstacles are offered for those who undertake similar 
projects. 
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CHAPTER 1 
THE NEED FOR WRITTBN POLICIES 
The establishment of policies for the governance of a school 
district by ita board of education is of utmost importance if the 
board is to intelligently face the problems of that district. Recog-
nition of the importance of written policies which are displayed in 
a clear and concise manner is acknowledged in the following extracts 
from a joint statement by the Il linois Association of School Boards 
and the Illinois Association of School Adainistrators: 
The board of education will establish such pol icies for the 
conduct and administration of the school• as are prescribed 
by law and such other policies as may seea advisable and 
have them prepared in such form that all concerned will be 
aware of .them. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The board of education will endeavor to give counsel and 
advice to the chief administrator regarding the adminis­
tration of the school as it deems necessary or expedient, 
remembering always that board members as individuals have 
no authority, and only policies voted by the board have 
force. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The board of education reserves unto its�lf all of it• legal 
responsibilities for the operation of a good co11110n school, 
including the right to reject all recommendation• and the 
right to revise its policies, rule•, and regulations from 
time to time to meet changing conditions. 
However, it ia certainly true th�t many districts have not 
fully espoused these principles and have ne�lected to provide an 
1Educational Press Bulletin (Educational Press, March, 1958), 
cited in Community Unit Number Two, Policy and Procedures Manual, 
November 8, 1976, p. l. 
2 
orderly, comprehensive policy aanual. Apparently, there are districts 
which .. do not know, or choose not to know, the advantages that written 
2 policies provide." Such district• would do well to consider the elev-
en virtues of establishing written policies as put forth by the N�tion-
al School Boards Association: 
1. The job of school board governance today is difficult in­
deed. Written policies • • •  make the job possible. 
2. Written policies show everyone that the board is running 
a business-like operation. 
3. They inform everyone about the board'• intent, goal•, and 
aspirations. Ambiguity, confusion, and trouble are more 
likely to result when policie� are not in writing. 
�. They give credence to board actions. People tend to re­
spect what's in writing, even though they may not agree 
with every jot and tittle in the board's policy manual. 
�. They establish a legal record. This is especially ia­
portant for those policies that carry the force of law. 
6. They are impersonal. They make whimsical administration 
difficult. 
7. They foster stability and continuity. Board and staff 
members come and go, but th� policy manual (kept updated, 
of course) endures and helps assure smooth transitions 
when organizational or staff changes occur. 
8. They give the public a means to evaluate board perform­
ance. Publicly pronounced policy state111ents prove that 
the board i� willing to be held accountable for its 
decisions. 
9. They contribute to the board's efficiency. Many routine 
decisions can be incorporated into written policies, 
thereby freeing up board meeting time for more important 
matters. 
10. They clarify board-superintendent functions. When the 
board establishes policy guidelines, the superintendent 
can get on �ith his daily work. 
2Mic'key R. Wright, "The Development of a Board Policy Manual 
for the Edwards County Community Unit School District Number One" 
(unpublished thesis, Booth Library, Eastern Illinois University, 
1979), P'• 1 .  
3 
11. They help disarm crackpot critics. The accusations of 
local cranks seldom prevail in districts that have clear­
cut and timely written policies that reflect �borough re­
search, sound judgment, and careful planning. 
In short, it would be difficult, if not impossible, for a dis-
trict to accomplish its goals and fully discharge its obligations with-
out the guid�nce of a functional policy manual. 
3National School Boards Association, Educational Policies 
Reference Manual (Evanston, Ill.: National School Boards Asso­
ciation, 1975), introduction 1. 
CHAPTER 2 
APPROACHES TO WRITTEN POLICIES 
Some school offic ials evidently believe that publication of pol-
i�ies reduces the school's power of discreti�nary action since policies 
which are written must then be adhered to "to the letter." This approach 
to administration of a public organizetion, however, is extremely short-
sighted in a time when society is becoming increasingly litigious and 
when the rights of individuals are being spelled out ever more exactly. 
Lpwyers point out that it is practically impossible to build a credible 
defense for a district under suit in ·a court of law when there are no 
documented policies available. According to legal practitioners special-
izing in school law, "from the point of view of defending your action or 
inaction, even an inRdequate policy is better than none at all."1 The 
Office of the State BoRrd of Education is quite clear on this point: 
"Every school must have a policy manual with policies developed on the 
basis of the school's philosophy • • •  these must be up-to-date written 
policies . "2 
Other districts, in agreement that written policies can be re-
strictive, seemingly take the attitude that since policies are a nee-
1 
Lecture by Gary Kerr and Susan Lon�well, Workshop on School Law, 
December 10, 198V. 
2' lllinoi� Office of the State Board of Education, Circular S�ries 
A, No. 160, Evaluation, Supervision, and Recognition of Schools (Spring­
field, Ill.: Illinois Office of the State Board of Education. 197Cl), 
p. 12. 
4 
5 
essary evil, they should be held to the very minimull. Several manuals 
examined in the course of this project contain wording similar to the 
following: "Members of the board of education believe that a written 
policy, rule, or regulation should be adopted only when it appears to 
be essential in the control and administration of the public achool pro-
3 gram." Perhaps unwittin�ly, such comments seem to imply reluctance to 
anticipate need for policies to govern action on unforeseen problems 
which are sure to arise in the day-to-day operations of schools. 
Such language also suggests that policies are intended solely 
for use by school officials, which would ignore the needs--and the 
rights--of other parties for access to such docU111ents. There are man-
uals which candidly state that they have been prepared for a limited aud-
4 
ience or a restri.cted usage, ae "to assist district adminietrators." 
Most districts, however, recognize that written policies have 
broader usage and implications and are, therefore, the legitimate con-
r.ern of a number of publics. The Council for Exceptional Children 
identifies some of those parties other than school officials who have 
a right or need to know: "The absense of appropriate policy that 
serves to control, regulate, and direct the orga�ization, adminis-
tration and provision of educational services to children �•Y reduce 
th� efficient and effective operation of the public schools • 
Written policies contribute to the consistent operation of the pub-
lie schools over time and make official school positions on signif-
3
COC111Dunity Unit Number Two, Policy and Procedures Manual, 
November 8, 1976, preface. 
4
Tri-County Special Education District, Tri-County Special 
Education Handbook: Administrative Handbook, undated, introduction. 
6 
s icant issues clear to school employees and the public." 
Many policy manuals ignore or blur the distinction between 
"policies" and "rules." Policies are those principles adopted by 
the school board to chart a course of action. Policies state "what 
is want�d and may indicate why and how much." "They should be broad 
enough to allow discretionary action on day-to day problems; yet 
6 they should be narrow enough to provide clear guidance." Policies 
s�t by the board are expressed in the form of written statements 
and are i�plemented throu�h administrative rules. Policy manuals 
which do not clearly indicate this important difference risk con-
fusing the separate roles of the board and the administration. 
Perhaps board and/or administrative fears that written pol-
icies might undermin� their authority would be dispelled if school 
officials could be made cognizant of the full extent they should be 
involved in the process of creating a policy. The National School 
Boards As�oci�tion outlines the stages and the participRnta in the 
"birth and maturity" of a written policy: 
(1) A problem (issue or need) emerges; (2) The board studies 
the problem; (3) The board listens to recommendations; (4) 
The board discusses, debates, and finally decides what the 
policy ought to be; (5) The board moves that a policy state­
ment be drafted; (6) The policy is composed (by an admin­
istrator); (7) The administr�tion anticipates need !or rules, 
executive orders, and memoranda necessary to implement the 
new policy; (8) The board announces to the staff And the pub­
lic of upcoming action in an open meetin'-; (9) The board re­
views and adopts the draft document; (10) The board holds the 
option of reviewing rules and othe� procedures for implemen­
tation; (11) Information about the ne.w policy is disseminated 
as widely as possible; (12) The boa�d reviews policies to 
5The Council for Exceptional Children, Special �ducation 
Administrative Policies Manual (aeston, Virginia: The Council for 
Exceptional Chilrlren, September, 1977), foreword. 
6National School Boards Association, loc. cit. 
7 
determine whether objectives are being achieved and stand� 
rP.ady to revise as necessary.7 
7 National School Roards Association, "Recipe for the Orderly 
Development of Board Policies," Updating School Board Policies 
(Waterford, Conn.: National School Boards Association, May. 1970), 
pp. 5-6. 
CHAPTER 3 
THE NEED FOR POLICY MANUALS IN ILLINOIS 
SPECIAL EDUCATION DISTRICTS 
Illinois statutes authorize special education agreements among 
school districts to promote, organize, coordinate, and supervise a 
comprehensive program of special education. "Joint agreements" are 
not legal entities, and by law control of the joint agreement resides 
with the member school boards. The statutes place special education 
l 
cooperatives in a staff relationship to the member school districts. 
The staff relationship, if not clearly understood by all 
parties, can lead to problems concerning roles and responsibilities. 
Clear-cut authority channels may not exist, creating co111111unication 
gaps among the various administrative levels. This would be espe-
cially true if policies are not spelled out in writing. The staff 
administration approach can function effectively only "throu�h pol-
icies and regul�tions mutually a�reed upon by supporting school 
2 districts. 
While not a separ�te legal entity, a joint a�reement yet has 
legal oblieations under Federal as well as State law. Feneral Acts 
which exert control over the provision ·of special education include 
1Howard o. Sims, � 6valuation System for Special Education, 
Title 111, E.S.E.A. (U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Wel­
fare, June, 1970), p. 45. 
2Ibid. 
8 
9 
Puhlic Law 93-38�, the Educ8tion Amendments of 1974, Public Law 94-
142, the Education of All Handicapped Children Act of 1975, as well 
�s SP.ction 504 of the Vocational RehabilitAtion Act of 1973.3 Imple-
mentation of thP.se acts requires precise documentation, and it is ob-
vious that written policies are necessary if mandated programs are to 
be operated effectively And responsibly. 
Empowered to interpret Illinois School Code intent, the Office 
of the State Board of Education does so for special education providerl'l 
via its manual, Rule� !nd Regulations to Govern the Administration and 
Operation of Special Education. That document provides that "the spe-
ctfic responsibilities of special P.ducation admini�trative and super-
visory �rsonnel and local district administrative personnel in re-
lation to special education instructjonal and resource prop:rams and 
related services shall be delineated in writing and made known to all 
4 
persons involved." Also contained therein are numerous references 
to Rpecific types of information which is to be written and dissemi-
n�ted, such as the following: ' Written policies shall be developed 
• • • concerning the method by which information concerning a student 
will be collected, the confidential nature of that information, the 
u�e to whi.rh it wil 1 be pnt, recorrled, and maintainf'd, the period for 
whir.h it will b� maint�ined, the persons to whom it will be available 
5 and under what circumstances." Furthermore, such policies are to be 
3
The Council for Exceptional Children, loc. cit. 
4
Illinois Office of the State Board of Education, Rules and 
Regulations to Gove� th� Administration and 0peration of Special 
Education (Sprin�field, Illinois: Illinois Office of the State 
Boarrl of F.ducation, February 1, 1979), sec. 3.10. 
5 Ibid., sec. 3 . C6. 
10 
consistent with: (1) the Illinois School Student Records Act, (2) 
the Rules and Regulations to Govern School Student Records, and (3) 
SBE-1, the Illinois Program for EveluAtion, Supervision, and Recog-
6 
nition of Schools. 
South Eastern SpeciRl Education, as well a� other joint agree-
m�nt districts in Illinois, is regularly evaluated by the Office of 
the StetP. Board of Education. Availability of a policy manual is a 
specific requirement of the Department of Recognition and Supervision 
evaluati0n team. In 1977, the last time South Eastern Special Educ-
ation was rP-viewed, the joint agreement was cited for lack of a pol-
icy mAnual. The feet that the district is scheduled tor re-eval-
uation durin� the fall of 1981 imparts a special impetus to this 
project. 
CHAPI'ER 4 
WRITING THE POLICY MANUAL 
Efforts to draft a policy manual proposal were begun in November, 
l98Q, when the writer was appointed project director. The projected 
completion date was August 12, 1981, at which time copies would have to 
be made available for distribution to members of the South Eastern Spec­
ial Education Governing Council. The Council would then consider the 
document prior to official action at the August 26, 1981, regular ses-
sion. 
Establishment of Objectives 
To meet the goal of developing a comprehensiv�, organized, and 
codified policy manual, the following objectives were determined 
(drawing upon suggestions offered by M. Wright):
1 
I. Id�ntify and code all existing explicit and implied 
policies of the Council. 
2. Identify and eliminate all statements which are obsolete, 
trivial in nature, or inadequate as policy guides. 
3. Identify and reconcile statements which contradict each 
other. 
4. Identify and eliminate all statements which are contrary 
to Federal statutes, Illinoi_s Office of the State Roard 
of Ed11cation re�ulations, and Attorney General rulin�s. 
5. Identify vital areas of concern not covered by written 
polir.y. 
1
Mickey R. Wright, loc. cit., p. 8. 
11 
12 
6. Prepare new policy proposals. 
7. RevisP. and update vital forms. 
8. Codify all policies and procedural statements and put 
them into a manual form. 
Establishment of a Time Line 
A tentative time line was established to aid in organization of 
availabJ e time for preparation as fol lows: 
January, 198\ - Complete search for pertinent documents and 
statements. 
March, 1981 - Orr,Anize and edit available policy and proce� 
1ure statements. 
April, H�l - Write proposP.d statements and forms. 
May, 1981 - Seler.t a clA��ification method and a codif icati0n 
!'! ystem � 
June, l 981 - Prepare r�ur,h drafts, edit, and prepare a finAl 
vP.r'3 ion. 
August, 1981 - PrP�ent final version for Council consideration. 
From the outset, the realities of thP. actual world intervened to prevent 
strict adherence to the tentative time table. As aptly remarked, when 
attempting to write a polic-y manual, "there i9 a difference between ideal 
2 
models and real life experiences." The mechanics of ea<:'h step took 
longer than anticipated, and each succeedin� step directly depended on 
definitive action taken on the preceding one. Thus, durin� the final 
sta�es of preparation, most of th� activities were being carried for-
--- - -- ---- -----
2t'.::!t ion al Sc-t>Ao l Ro Ards A��od.At j on, Educ at ion al Po!_�c ie_: �e_f_<> !::_­
ence Manu�l (lQ70 ed0 ), intro., p. 2. 
13 
ward simultaneously. Some problems encountered in preparation of this 
project, with suggestions for meeting these problems, are discussed in 
Chapter s .  
Collection of Source Materials 
Minutes from thirteen years of monthly Governing Council meetin�� 
were examined to glean all available statements of policy, either direct 
or indirect. Numerous instances of conflict and overlap were discovered 
which had to be rectified in some fashion. In Arldition, administrative 
directives �ade throughout the years were collected and reviewed. For 
several of these statements there existed no corresponding record of 
Council action estahlishing a governing policy. Conversely, some "pol­
icy" statements in er.tuAlity were specific administretive or regulAtory 
procedures. Often both policy and regulations were abstrusely worded, 
leading to potential confusion of actual intent. Some policies con­
tained references to unrelated subjects. Elsewhere, separate policies 
were combi�d in the same document. A difficulty which could not be 
resolved entirely satisfactorily was the problem with phraseology0 
F.rrors of grammar or syntax often could not be corrected becAuse such 
improvements or chan�es in 1Anguage are properly dealt with by the 
Council in official �P.ssion. 
Some authorities recommend that only policies be included in 
the handbook proper, with supporting regulations, rules, and admin­
istrative pronouncements handled in so�e other manner. Thi� approach 
was rejected in hopes of making availahle a more broadly functionAl 
sourcebook which would contain all extant references to any topic un<li>� 
review. In addition, and for the same reasons, exhibit mAterials, such 
14 
as salary schedules, personnel roster, and enablinp; forms were incluciP.d. 
Related Activities 
It soom became evident that some of the existing policies, pro�P­
rlures, and forms were at variance with {and hence in "non-compliance" 
with) federal and state guidelines. Accordingly, using Public L�w 94-
142 funds earmarked for in-service training, a workshop was convened 
devoted to discussion of "Legal Implicl!tions of Recent Court and Legis­
lative Activities." On necember 10, 1980, Gary Kerr snd Susan Longwell, 
of Kerr and Longwell L.::iw Associates, Incorporated, Springfield, Illinois. 
presented the program, to which all superintendents of the twelve memher 
districts were invited. Topics discussed included parent And student 
rights, case Atudy procedures, records control, suspension of students, 
11nd methods of preparation for "due process" hearings. 
As an outgrowth of that workshop, all forms used by South Eastern 
SpPcial Education were rPviewed and rewritten whP.n necess11ry to conform 
more closely to state and federal requirements. This activity culmi­
nated in two additional workshops, held April 23 and 24, 1981, in which 
this writer participated as paneliRt to explain changes in district 
forms and procedures and to inform school personnel of their obllgatlonA 
undf>r current law. Special education coordinRtors from the mf!m�r dh­
tricts were invited to th� first of these workshops, and the second 
was attended by principals of the fifty-six schoolR served by the joint 
agreement. 
Selection of a Classification System 
As the policy statemP.nts, procedures, fonns, and exhibit document� 
15 
were being compiled, the materials gradually began to sort themaelves 
into lo�ical categories. The classification system proposed by the 
National School Boards Association was considered but rejected as too 
complicated and inappropriate for the joint agreement's needs. The 
format espoused by the Council for Excepti�nal Children was jud�ed 
unsuitable as well since it is largely concerned with federal regu­
lations and lacks cate�ories geared t o  day-to-day operations. A more 
simple arrangement was decided upon containing the following sections: 
A. Philosophy and Goals 
B. Organization 
c. Policy Statements 
D. Procedures 
E. Job Descriptions 
F. Service Delivery 
G. Forms 
Materials under the heading of "Policy" gronp naturally into 
three subsections, TIAmP.ly "business," "employee," and "Rtndent" con­
cerns. Likewise, the "Procedures" section divides logically into 
statements regul11ting the affairs of "employees" and "students." The 
inclusion of the "Service Delivery" section was necessary to present 
those governmental requirements which bear upon the provision of spe­
clAl education servicPs. This section consist• of materials dissem­
inated in the workshops held April 23 and 24, 1981, and covers proce­
dures that are to be followed by both the joint agreement and the local 
districts. 
Selection of a Codification System 
16 
After consideration of several possible alternatives, the simple 
codification procedure utilized in the Illinois Office of th� State 
Board of Education publication, Rules and Regulations to Govern the 
Administration and Operation of Special Education, was selected. This 
straightforward and convenient format allows for future expansion, when 
new entries are desired, by addition of letter suffixes to existin� 
numerals. F.ach policy or procedure begins on a new page, with its cod� 
numher placed in the upper right hand corner. Thus, page number� in 
the manual are unnecP.ssary. The manual is designed to be contained in 
a three-ring binder to expedite charges or deletions. Dates of adoption 
(or revision) are entered on each document, except that proposed material� 
are left undated. Contrary to usual practice, a table of contents pre­
cedes each section to aid location of specific entries. In addition, a 
general table of contents is provided. Dividers with index tahs are pro­
vided to separate individual sections. 
· Presentation of the Final Version 
The final product, after approval by the Director of South Eastern 
Special Education, will be presented to the Governin� Council at their 
August 26, 1981, sesgion. Following adoption, the completed �anual will 
provide a ready reference for the joint agreement district's working 
documents. A�nual recall of all copies of the manual extant is recom-
1nended to check for completeness, add new policies, and/or record any 
revised policies or procedures. 
I 
I 
� 
C�PTER5 
RECOMMENT>ATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The creation of a comprehensive manual of policies and procedures 
for a district is a large undertaking requiring heavy expenditures of 
time and effort. Although it is certainly appropriate that one person 
should assume the responsibility of coordinating such an effort, the 
participation of many others will be necessary if a quality product is 
to result. 
Ideally, committees would be assigned to deal with each separatP 
s�ction of the manual. Committee members should be chosen on the basis 
of their concern with the content of a particular section. Activities 
should be tightly stru�tured through the establishment of regular 
meeting schedules and predetermined deadlines for completion of Pach 
stage of committee workw Moreover, it is advisable to inform the en-
tire staff of the work in progress to enlist their cooperation and to 
advise them that they might be called upon to contribute to the effort. 
If the importance of the project ls recognized, it also will be 
apparent that sufficiPnt time must be dedicated to its completion. 
Accordingly, it is strongly recommended that project participant' have 
other assigned duties and responsibili�ies reduced proportionately 
while the project is in progress. 
Close communication must be established and maintained between 
those drafting the document and the district administrators an� board 
1 7  
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iuembers. It is imperAtfve that administrative wishes and concerns are 
known in order to prevent needless conf.•tsion, delay, or misunderstandinl!, 
?roviding for regular reports to the board while work is in progrpss will 
do much to smooth the way for eventual acceptance of the completP.d prod-
uct. 
Although substantive changes are properly referred for board 
action, the project director must be empowered to exercise his own 
judgment when dealing with difficult language discovered in existing 
documents. Similarly, the project director must be permitted to use 
his own discretion when reconciling overlapping statements or when sep­
arating disparate ideas. Procedures to handle discrepancies between 
exi�ting administrative directives and enabling policy statements, and 
sirnilru; p0ssiblt> Ro•lt"C'�!; of �onflict, shoult'\ hP w�rke.d out in adv1rncP, 
To fncilitPtE" �rrl PY.pP.ditP. the projec-t, propM4P.cl time lim•r. 
·:�01.:ld hr> sic'lhf'rP<i to AS rlosely M> possihl e . RecAu�e the mech11nic-al 
aspects of preparing a policy manual are complicated and time consuminl!, 
�ufficient amounts of clf'rical help will neP.rl to be made avai111hle. 
J.n addition, the priority �tatus of 9\!Ch a special projec-t over routinP 
office tasks must be fully appreciated by all clerical personnel who 
might become involved. 
If these suggestions are followed, many potential obstacles can 
be avoid�d or reduced. The outcome will be a well planned end developerl 
instrument which will serve es • useful guide and information source for 
the district's board of education, admi�istration, staff, and the publicv 
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APPENDIX A 
POLICY ANO PROCEDURES MANUAL 
· ' 
PHIIDSOPHY AND GOALS 
Because as educators of exceptional children we believe that 
all children within the South Eastern Special Education District 
are entitled to a free, appropriate ,  and effective education, 
we espouse the following goals : 
1. to provide educational experiences for all children with 
special needs ages three to twenty-one . 
2 .  to evaluat e ,  utilizing appropriate case study procedures , 
any child ref erred due t o  difficulties which interfere 
with learning, and to assist by recommending an educational 
plan commensurate with professional determinations. 
3. to provide meaningful recommendations derived from con­
sideration of each individual student's abilities as well 
as disabilities, and to maintain each student in that 
educational environment which is least restrictive. 
4. to provide the regular teacher with support in the form 
of materials and/or programming help for those students 
able to function in the regular classroom. 
5. to provide self-contained classroom staffed by competent 
and qualified teachers for those students unable to 
function in regular classrooms , including the trainable 
mentally handicapped, behavior disordered , multiply handi­
capped , and preschool handicapped. 
6 .  to a�sist local districts in operating effective screening 
pro�rama to loc�te preschool children in need of serviceR. 
?. to provide support teachers to operate as itinerant or 
resource personnel to work specifically with deaf/hearing 
impaired, blind/visually impaired , and speech/language 
impaired students. 
8. to provide counselling services, individually and by 
groups, for student s ,  parents , and educators. 
9. to provide corrdination for vocational education efforts 
of local districts and assistance through an on-the-job 
training program for qualified students. 
10. to guide and support local school districts in their endeavor 
to provide quality programs for children with special needs. 
11. to regularly review cases of children who qualify for special 
help. 
12. to return children to regular classrooms as soon as this is 
feasible with sufficient support as necessary to help ensure 
their success. 
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HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 
South Eastern Special Education (SESE) is a joint agreement 
district organized to provide for the education of the handicapped 
children in the 12 unit school districts of Clay, Crawford, Jaeper, 
Lawrence, and Richland Counties. Within the district of 2141 
square miles there are thirteen cities and towne and 56 echoole. 
The special education cooperative became operative in 
February, 1968, when a full-time administrator was employed. 
From March, 1968, to August, 1968, psychological eervicee were 
performed on a contractual basis. Prior to the employment of an 
administrator (1964-68), approximately 130 mentally handicapped 
students attended classes within the five counties. During this 
period there were one part-time and two full-time speech therapists 
in the five counties. One full-time psychologist and one pre­
vocational couneelor were employed in September, 1968. 
The period from the summer of 1969 to the present hae been a 
period of continuous growth for the special education district .  
The SESE central office staff has increased from three to sixteen. 
These include a director, a 94-142 project coordinator and adJnin­
istrative assistant, four school psychologists, one school social 
worker, a pre-vocational coordinator, two speech pathologists, a 
physical therapist, 13 teachers, 10 teacher aides, and four 
secretaries. 
Today SESE, in cooperation with local education districts, 
serves over 1700 children in special education classes or programs .  
Programs housed in the Ste. Marie facility include three Trainable 
Mentally Handicapped classes and one Multiply Handicapped class . 
Additionally, South Eastern Special Education has worked 
cooperatively with the Southern Illinois Educational Services 
Center which is staffed by a regional director, a regional 
coordinator of low-incidence programs, a regional supervisor for 
hearing impaired, a low vision consultant, a full-time audiologist, 
and a nutritionist. 
Adopted 4/1/81 ,. 
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JOINT AGREEMENT FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION 
The purpose of this joint agreement is to facilitate provision 
of special education aervicee and facilities for handicapped 
children aa defined in Article 14, The School Code of Illinois. 
ARTICLE I 
The name of this organization is South Eastern Special Education 
P�ogram (SESE·). It includes all cooperating school districts o.f 
Clay, Crawford, Jasper, Lawrence and Richland Counties. 
ARTICIE II 
A Special Education Council shall be establishe�, such Council 
to consist of: 
(1) Superintendent of each cooperating district. 
(2) A member appointed by the local Board of Education 
of each cooperating district. 
(3) Superintendent of Educational Service Regione 
whose territory is included in the SESE area. 
This Council is the governing body of the joint agreement. 
Each cooperating board shall appoint its district representative 
prior to June 1 of each year, to take office the July 1 following. 
The Council shall elect a chairman and other officers ae necessary 
and select an administrative district annually prior to July 1. 
A quorum shall consist of members representing a majority of the 
cooperating districts. 
ARTICIE III 
The cooperating districts shall be those districts which sign the 
joint agreement. Non-cooperating districts desiring to join after 
the initial enrollment date can be admitted only by two thirds (2/3) 
vote of the Council. Each district shall promise to cooperate in 
providing classrooms as required. Each district shall agree to 
contribute to the cost of administration and SESE sponsored 
instructional. programs. No district may withdraw from the joint 
agreement without written notification to the Council at least 
90 days prior to April 1, the annual date of renewal, and in 
accordance with Section 1 0-22-31 of the School Cose of Illinois. 
Renewal shall be automatic unless such notice be given in writing. 
In the event of withdrawal or exclusion of any cooperating district 
from the program, said district shall be reimbursed for money due, 
or make payment of outstanding obligations to the program. 
A school district shall become a member of this joint agreement 
by resolution which authorizes its Board President, Board Secretary 
and Superintendent to sign said agreement for the district • 
. Adopted 4/24/74 
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AR'fiCIE IV 
An administrative district or agency shall be named annually 
prior to July 1, said district or agency to employ a Director 
of Special Education and other SESE sponsored administrative 
and/or instructional personnel subject to the .approval of the 
Council, and shall provide adequate office staff and space .  
ARTICIE V 
The cost of the services shall be shared by all cooperating 
districts. Said cost will be based on district enrollment 
and taken from official OSPI reporting records based on 
enrollment shown on the form submitted the previous year 
(kindergarten enrollment shall be counted as 1/2 other grade 
enrollment ) .  The district obligation, which is established 
annually by April 1 by the Council is to be paid quarterly 
beginning July 1 ,  in advance, on a form provided by the 
administrative district . 
ARTICIE VI 
The Director shall be responsible to the Council for the 
successful operation of all phases of special education. 
Said Director shall recommend personnel , arrange for class­
rooms in the area where the need is greatest, draw up a 
tentative annual budget , and arrange transportation when 
necessary. 
The Director shall be responsible for the completion of all 
State forms , placing of children in special classes , and any 
other activities as directed by the Council. 
The Director shall be responsible for the instructional 
supervision of all SESE administered programs and services. 
The Director shall serve as a consultant for district sponsored 
special education programs and services. 
The Director shall share supervisory responsibilities with the 
administrators of the school in which special classes are 
located. 
ARTICIE VII 
The types of services to be provided shall include but not be 
limited to the following: 
A .  Administrative 
B. Pre-vocational 
C .  Psychological 
D. School Social Workers 
E. Supervisors 
F .  Classes or itinerant or resource teachers for: 
1 .  Hearing Impaired ( D , HH )  
2.  Visually Impaired ( B l ,  PS) 
3. Physically Handicapped (PH) 
4. Multiply Handicapped (MB) 
5. Speech and/or Language Impaired (SC) 
6 .  Educationally Handicapped (EH) 
?.  Behavioral Disorders (BD) 
8. Learning Disabilities (LD) 
9.  Educable Mentally Handicapped (Dill) 
10. Trainable Mentally Handicapped (TMH) 
1 1 .  Others 
ARTICLE VIII 
2 .02 
The SESE Coun·cil and the Administrative District may enter into 
agreements with other districts to provide special education 
services. 
ARTICIE IX 
It is agreed that this agreement shall be null and void unless 
signed by cooperating distric�s whose total enrollment shall 
be at least ten thousand pupils. 
ARTICIE X 
Thie joint agreement may be altered or changed at any time by 
a two-thirds vote of the SESE Council at a regular or special 
meeting. 
. . 
.. 
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SOUTH EASTERN SPECIAL EDUCATION (SESE) PARTICIPATING DISTRICTS 
DISTRICTS 
CLAY COUNTY DISTRICTS 
1 .  Clay City Comm. Unit Dist. #10 
2.  North Clay Comm. Unit Dist. #25· 
3 . ·  Flora Comm. Unit Dist. #35 
CRAWFORD COUNTY DISTRICTS 
1 .  Hutsonville Comm. Unit Dist. #1 
2.  Robinson Comm. Unit Dist. #2 
3.  Palestine Comm. Unit Dist . #3 
4. Oblong Comm. Unit Dist. #4 
JASPER COUNTY DISTRICT 
1 .  Jasper County Comm. Unit Dist. #1 
LAWRENCE COUNTY DISTRICTS 
1 .  Red Hill Comm. Unit Dist. #10 
2. Community Unit School Dist. #20 
RICHLAND COUNTY DISTRICTS 
1 .  East Richland Comm. Unit Dist. #1 
2.  West Richland Comm . Unit Dist. #2 
SUPERINTENDENTS 
Kern Doerner 
Richard Seelman 
Floyd Henson 
Gary Matteson 
Vern Ingrum 
Ron Cope 
Arkell Wisely 
James Taylor 
John Baker · 
James Courtney 
Dr .  Wm. Barwegen 
David Newell 
EXECUTIVE ACTION COMMITTEE 
An Executive Action Committee consisting of one Council 
member from each county and the Chairman of the Council 
shall be appointed annually by the Chairman of the 
Special Education Council. 
The purpose of the Committee shall be to review the SESE 
policies, programs and operation and make recommendations 
to the Special Education Council. 
The committee shall meet at least quarterly. 
2.04 
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PRE-VOCATIONAL COORDINATOR AND THE SECONDARY WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAM (SW'EP) 
The Secondary Work Experience Program (SWEP) is administered by 
South Eastern Special Education through the local school districts. 
The Pre-Vocational Coordinator from the Special �ducation Cooper­
ative in Ste. Marie is in charge of placements and coordination 
in the local communities within the five counties included in 
the cooperative agreement . The Pre-Vocational Coordinator is in 
charge of all job placements and monitors each individual on a 
regular basis. He also coordinates job assignments ,  working 
hours , and client salaries throughout the South Eastern Special 
Education Cooperative. 
At present , the Work-Study Program is largely conducted in our 
Secondary Educable Mentally Handicapped classes in Robinson, 
Newton, Olney, Flora, Louisville , Lawrenceville, Bridgeport , and 
Noble. 
S'#SP is beginning to expand to include some students in areas of 
Learning Disabilities and the Behavioral Disordered. 
The Pre-Vocational Program was formed and is being. operated 
through cooperative joint-agreements between the Department of 
Rehabilitation Services, State Department of Special Education, 
and the Division of Vocational and Technical Education. Through 
these cooperative agencies, the program receives financial aid, 
assistance in providing vocational training, and assistance in 
finding permanent vocational placements for the students .  
OBJECTIVES OF THE PRE-VOCATIONAL PROGimM 
The major objective of the curriculum and the Secondary Work 
Experience Program is to prepare handicapped students for gainful 
employment which will make them economically self-sufficient and 
in turn a useful member of their community. 
Specific objectivies include: 
1 )  to evaluate the job skills and vo9ational adjustments of 
the students while in a realistic working situation 
2)  to expose these students to realistic working situations 
while under the supervision of program personnel 
3 )  to relate the education and training of t.hese students 
to employment requirements 
4) to make these students realistically aware of the kinds 
of jobs that they can perform 
5 )  to make these students realistically aware o f  the kinds 
of jobs that are available in this area 
6 )  to develop wholesome habits and attitudes necessary for 
job success . 
2 . os 
S'l'UDENT ELIGIBILITY 
Any handicapped student within the five-county South Eastern 
Special Education area who is sixteen (16) years of age or older 
is a possible candidate for the program. 
The type of handicaps include : 
1 )  Educable Mentally Handicapped 
2) Socially Maladjusted 
3) Physically Handicapped 
4) Learning Disabled 
5) Behavioral Disordered 
The Department of Rehabilitation Services provided DORS counselors 
to be responsible for. the rehabilitation aspects of the program. 
The educational agency provides each student a program of rehabilitation 
services (work-study job site) for a maximum of 15 hours per week, 
which takes place during regularly scheduled school hours and which 
is included in the Individualized Education Program (IEP) and the 
Individual Written Rehabilitation Program ( IWRP ) .  
I 
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Gene Strain 
George Dudley 
Paul T .  Homan 
Wayne E .  Savageau 
Brenda Allen 
Linda Sederquist 
Gary Sweat 
Paul Jacob 
Mary Rogers 
Vicki Roae 
Liz Leighty 
Joan Smeltzer 
Chris Kondoudis 
Sharon Onken 
Jennifer Ernst 
Karen Sprague 
Nancy Oliver 
Kathy Touchette 
Mary Langlinais 
Terri Thompson 
Vickie Devenport 
Judy Holder 
Kathy Sweazy 
Debby Vogel 
Kathleen Sandefer 
Beverly Shick 
Sally Berry 
Jeanette Miller 
Linda Miller 
Marsha Larson 
Pat Denoyer 
Sharon Richards 
Connie Bolander 
Rebecca Scherer 
Sheila Thomas 
Bonnie French 
Mary Lou Kessler 
Carolyn Reis 
Joyce Ochs 
Director 
94-142 Project Coordinator , Admin.  Assist. 
Supervising Psychologist 
School Psychologist 
School Psychologist 
School Psychologist 
Pre-Vocational Coordinator 
School Social Worker 
Teacher/Hearing Impaired 
Physical Therapist 
Speech Pathologist 
Speech Pathologist 
Teacher/Secondary Behavior Disorder 
Teacher/Primary Behavior Disorder 
Teacher/Intermediate Behavior Disorder 
Teacher/Primary TMH 
Teacher/Intermediate TMH 
Teacher/Intermediate TMH 
Teacher/Secondary TMH 
Teacher/Multiply Handicapped· 
Teacher/Early Childhood Education 
Teacher/Deaf, Hearing Impaired 
Teacher/Early Childhood Education 
Teacher/Blind , Visually Impaired 
Teacher Aide 
Teacher Aide 
Teacher Aide 
Teacher Aide 
Teacher Aide 
Teacher Aide 
Teacher Aide 
Teacher Aide 
Teacher Aide 
Teacher Aide 
Teacher Aide 
Administrative Secretary 
Administrative Secretary 
DORS Secretary 
94-142 Secretary 
PROGRAM DESCRIPrIONS 
PRIMARY BD - Lawrenceville 
INTERMEDIATE BD - Olney 
SECONDARY BD - Itinerant 
Primary Age Range: 5-9 years of age 
or 
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6-10 (depending upon the class that particular year) 
Intermediate Age Rang e :  9-12 years of age 
Secondary Age Range : 1 0-21 years of age 
To. provide each child with a school environment, classroom experience, 
and educational program that will minimize behavioral problems and 
prepare the child for return to the regular school program or 
otae� special educat�on classroom . 
To develop appropriate social and behavioral skills , remediate 
academic deficits that contribute to behavioral problems caused 
by frustration or poor self-concepts, and improve self-concept 
through success-oriented academic and behavior modification 
techniques. 
HEARING IMPAIRED - Itinerant 
Age Range: 3-15 years of age 
1 .  Program Objectives: 
a. to identify the language and communication needs of 
the student with a hearing loss and assist with 
remediation of needs. 
b .  to provide educational service, assist in proper 
placement of students, and determine the impact 
of hearing lose on the student . 
c .  to give academic support or remediation necessary 
to keep student with a hearing loss functioning 
in regular classes at his maximum potential . 
Note: Objectives ( a )  and (b) written pertaining to deaf and/or 
hard of hearing students, whereas, objective (c) pertains to hard 
of hearing students only. 
DEAF CLASS - Robinson 
Age Rang e :  12-16 years 
1 .  Program Objectives : 
a. increase knowledge in the academic areas ( language 
arts, . science, social studies, and math ) .  
b. improve speech and language skills. 
c. encourage social development by integration with 
"normal" population as much as possible. 
d. sharpen auditory and speech reading skills. 
e .  develop physical skills within the regular P.E. program. 
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INTERMEDIATE TMH - Ste. Marie & Noble 
Age Range : 10-15 years 
Classroom objectives range from basic academic skills for 
communication and computation ( through math and reading) to 
basic survival and daily living skills. The routine consists 
of daily discussion of day, month, calendar and seasons ; 
handwriting; math; reading; survival language ; and personal 
information. 
SECONDARY TMH - Ste. Marie 
Age Range : 16-21 years 
The secondary prograt!J includes an emphasis on pre-vocational 
skills and functional academics. 
Pre-vocational training involves simulated workshop activities, 
and actual janitorial duties done in and around the school 
building. Each student performs a particular job for two months , 
is paid by "check" and cashes this for play money with which to 
purchase items from the "school store". 
Functional academics includes basic training in the use of handling 
money, measurements ,  time and survival reading. Directionality, 
sensori-motor training, nutrition and sex education are also 
included as uni ta throughout the year. Students pe·rf orm simple 
cooking tasks occasionally. 
MULTIPLY HANDICAPPED - Ste. Maire 
Age Range : 3-17 years 
a.  to develop basic communicationsskills 
b. to develop awareness of self 
c.  to  develop awareness of environment 
d .  to develop basic self-help skills 
PRE-VOCATIONAL COORDINATOR - Itinerant 
Age Range : 16 through 21 (2  year program usually for high school 
juniors and seniors) 
The major objective of the Secondary Work Experience program is to 
prepare handicapped students for gainful employment which will make 
them economically self-suffi.cient and socially acceptable,  and in 
turn a useful member of their community. 
SPEECH PATHOLOGY - Itinerant 
Age Range : 3-21 years 
The field of speech and language pathology involve the identification , 
assessment and remediation of speech , language and hearing deficits. 
The major goal is to enable the individual to communicate effectively 
with those around him. 
2 . 07 
The goal in the area of speech is the articulation or correct 
production of individual speech sounds. 
Language therapy involves both receptive ( understanding what is 
heard) and expreesive (ability to give out information) language 
development. 
The child with a loss of hearing, whether mildly or severely 
impaired, is given auditory training and speech and language 
therapy as needed. 
These services are provided to 3-5 year olds in the Early Childhood 
Education classes at Olney and Pinkstaff, to 5-12 year olds in the 
primary and intermediate behavior disordered classes at Lawrenceville 
and Olney , and all TMH and multiply handicapped students at Ste. 
Marie .  
PHYSICAL THERAPY - Itinerant 
Age Range : 3-21 years 
The main objective of a physical therapy program is to help each 
child achieve optimum physical improvement so that he can derive 
maximum benefits from hi8 educational opportunities. Specifically, 
the physical therapist works toward preventing deformities and/or 
correcting them , reetoring function to as near normal as possible,  
and developing maximum independence. This often involves working 
with the transmission of sensory-motor information, and its 
integration and useful application by the child. Another objective 
of the program is to help each child make an adequate adjustment 
to his disability emotionally , socially, and vocationally. The 
final object is to help parents understand and accept the child ' s  
handicap , learn to work with the child , and plan for a realistic 
future. 
SCHOOL PSYCHOI.DGISTS - Itinerant 
School psychologists provide services to students aged 3-21 who 
require psychological evaluation for their educational or behavioral 
problems . Evaluation by a certified school psychologist is required 
to place any child in a special education placement for children with 
mental impairment ,  in a special education instructional program, in 
a placement for children with behavior disorders or whenever there 
are questions about intellectual functioning and/or learning capacity. 
School psychological services shall include , but not be limited to,  
(1) screening of school enrollments to identify children who should 
be referred for individual study (2) individual psychological examination 
and interpretation of those findings and recommendations which will 
lead to meaningful educational experiences for the child ( 3 )  counseling 
and performin� psychological remedial measures as appropriate to the 
needs of students,  individually or in groups (4) participating in 
parent education and the development of parent understanding (5)  
consulting with teachers and other school personnel in relation to 
behavior management and learning problems (6)  consulting in problem 
development . 
2.01 
School psychological services shall be available in an appr�priate 
quantity to all children for whom the district is responsible and 
be utilized to assist in the process of developing an educational 
climate conducive to the optimum development of all children. Emphasis · is placed on prevention as well as rehabilitation, and indirect as 
well ae direct services . 
SOCIAL WORKER - Itinerant 
Age Range : 3-21 years old 
School social services are directed towards helping a handicapped 
child remediate or better cope with his or her handicapping condition. 
Handicapping conditions may include moderate to severe mental impair­
ment , physical or crippling handicaps , a specific learning disability , 
behavior disorder , o� other types of impairments . 
Services provided by the social worker may include counseling for the 
child and his family, making referrals , identification of handicapped 
children , consultation , and acting as a liaison between the family, 
school and state agencies. Counseling may occur on an individual , 
family, or group basis and focuses primarily on the social and 
emotional aspects of the handicap. Referrals are made to other 
agencies or community resources when their eervices will benefit 
the child. The social worker may also participate in the case 
study evaluation of a child who has been referred for special 
education services . He also consults with school personnel regarding 
child behavior problems , or in implementing a child 's  I .E.P. 
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TUITION 
1 .  Low incidence classes (outside the SESE District ) 
a .  Since children will b e  enrolled in these classes on 
a per capita cost basis ,  the district of residence 
shall pay to the operating district an amount equal 
to its own per capita cost of the preceding year , 
and SESE shall pay any additional tuition cost. 
b .  Transportation shall be the responsibility o f  the 
district of residence. 
2. Low incidence classes : self contained and/or resource 
(SESE sponsored) 
a. 4366 (Extraordinary Services) money returned to 
individual districts for children in SESE operated 
classes will upon receipt be returned to SESE for 
use in defraying overall operational costs. (amended 
4-28-77) 
b .  "Low incidence handicapped" shall be interpreted to 
mean deaf , hard of hearing, blind , partially sighted , 
severe multi-handicapped, and severe behavioral dis­
ordered as described in the current office of the 
State Board of Education "Rules and Regulations to 
Govern the Operation of Special Education Programs . "  
3 .  Itinerant programs (SESE sponsored) 
a .  Itinerant programs shall be funded in full by SESE 
b.  Any pupil transportation shall be the responsibility 
of the district of residence. 
4. Early Childhood (non-categorical-SESE sponsored ) 
a.  E .C.E. programs shall be funded in full by SESE 
b .  Any pupil transportation shall be the responsibility 
of the district of residence. 
Adopted 9/24/69 
3 . C2 
SCHOOL STUDENT INSURANCE 
The enrolling district should assume the responsibility of offering 
insurance . 
I ' 
Adopted 1/6/76 
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3.03 
SUPPLIES/MATERIALS FEE FOR PARENTS OF STUDENTS IN SESE CLASSES 
FORMULA : The per-student fee for each district for graue�; K-12 
is averaged. These averages were totaled and divided 
by 1 2 ,  the number of districts in SESE . 
TMH-BLIND-DEAF 
s15.oo at beginning of year 
ECE-B.D. 
S7.50 payable at beginning of each semester (since these students 
often aren ' t  enrolled in SESE classes for a full year ) .  
No charges will be made to parents who pay a similar fee to their 
home districts. 
• I ' 
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Adopted 8/13/8 0 � 
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IEGAL REQUIREMENTS AND QUALIFICATIONS 3 . 04 
Teachers are required by state law to register their certificates 
annually with the Superintendent of the Educational Service Region . 
South Eastern Special Education and the administrative district is 
prohibited from paying a teacher who does not have a legal certificate 
properly registered. On or before September 1 ,  teachers shall 
present the Director with a certified copy of any hours of  college 
credit earned during the previous year. 
For new teachers , the following steps must be completed before 
actual student contac t :  
a.  Obtain a physical examination form from the Director 
b .  Complete an application form for a certificate from 
the Superintendent of the Educational Service Region 
c .  Provide a transcript of college credits 
d. Provide proof that tuberculosis tests have been completed 
i • 
I •  
3 . 05 
NURSING SERVICES 
1 .  Divide distri c t ' s  cost for nurse assigned t o  SESE classes by 
185 days t o  establish daily rate. 
2 .  Divide daily rate by 7 hours to determine hourly rate .  
3.  To determine yearly cost, multiply hourly rate (x)  number o f  
hours spent by nurse each week i n  SESE classes (x)  36 weeks 
in school year. 
S8,ooo .oo 
43.24 
185 )8,000 .00 
EXAMPLE 
Nurse ' s  salary 
Daily rate 
S 6 . 18 Hourly rate 
7 ) 43.24 
I f' nurse spends one ( 1 )  hour per week for 36 weeks: 
s 6 . 18 
x 36 
�222.48 = amount SESE owes district 
( to be billed at end of May) 
FOR THIS FEE, SESE WOULD LIKE TO RECEIVE AT I.EAST THE FOLWWING SERVICES : 
1 .  Periodic visit to SESE classrooms. 
2. Access to first aid sunplie s .  
3.  Review o f  medical records. 
I+ . Audiometric and vision screenings. 
5. Immunization boosters (with parental consent ) .  
6 .  Consultive services to teacher for students ' personal hygiene needs. 
7. Emergency nursing needs. 
RECORDS : 
1 .  The school nurse shall inform SESE o f  needed immunizations or 
physicals. 
2. SESE students may participate in local district c l i n i c s ,  with proper 
permission. 
3. I f  a SESF. student gets a physical or immunization at his/her district 
o f  rAsiciPnce, that district must inform SESE , who in turn notifi et> 
the nurse in the district where the SESE clRss is locat ed . 
4 .  A copy o f  the student ' s  health records are to be keot i n  the district 
where the SESE class is located. 
5. If questions arise concerning records .for SESE stud en t s ,  the district 
should contact the SESE office, who in turn will contact the nurse in 
the district where the SESE class is located. 
I I 
Adopted 8/13/80 
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A. .  STUDENT TEMPORARY RECORDS 3. 06 
The South �astern Special Education Administrative Office 
shall serve as the location and custodian for temporary 
records of students who receive direct or indirect special 
education services. 
Student temporary record consists of all information not 
required in the student permanent record . Such information 
may include: 
a. Family background information 
b .  Aptitude test scores 
c .  Psychological evaluations, including informRtion 
on intelligence , personality and academic 
information obtained through test administration 
d .  Elementary and Secondary achievement tent results 
e .  Participation in extra-curricular activities 
f. Honors and awHrds received 
g. Teacher anecdotal records 
h .  Disciplinary information 
i .  Special Education files, including multidisciplinary 
conference reports, placement conferences , the 
Individualized Education Plan , etc . 
j .  Any verified reports or information from non­
educational persons , agencies, or organizations 
k .  Record o f  release o f  temp rary student information 
It shall be the policy of South Eastern to destroy student 
temporary records one year after the student has transferred , 
graduated , or otherwise permanently withdrawn from the local 
school district. 
B. RECORD COLLECTION, STORAGE, MAINTENANCE AND CONTROL 
1 .  All certified employees of South Eastern Special Education 
are assigned responsibilities in the collection of information 
and of the protection of the confidentiality of student 
temporary records. 
2. The temporary record shall be located at the Administrative 
Office o! South Eastern Special Education 
3 .  Records shall be controlled by the Director o f  Special 
Education or his/her designee . 
4 .  All records shall be stored in locked files. 
5. The Director or his/her designee shall , at least once annually, 
review each student ' s  temporary record and remove outdated or 
irrelevant materials . 
6 .  The Director , as the official records custodian , shall take 
all reasonable measures to prevent unauthorized access to 
or dissemenation of school records. 
7 .  Information added to a student temporary record shall 
include the name, signature , and position of the person 
adding such information and the date of entry . 
' ;  
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C .  AUTHORIZED ACCESS TO AND REIEASE OF STUDENT RECORDS 
1 .  All SESE personnel who have a current and legit imate 
interest in student records shall have acces� as 
needed for professional purposes. 
2 .  Student records may be made available for stati:;tical 
purposes , provided that: 
a. verified permission has been received from 
the State Superintendent of Education 
b .  no student o r  parent w i l l  b e  personally 
identified from the information to be released 
3 .  The Director will release student records pursu<:lnt 
to a court order or subpoena presented by local, 
state, or federal officials. However the Director 
shall notify the parent ( s )  and/or student in writing 
regarding the judicial order and the information so 
provided. 
4. The Director will release student records to the 
official records custodian of another school both 
within and outside the State of Illinois in which 
a student has enrolled, or intends to enroll , upon 
3 . 06 
the written request of such official or student , 
provided that the parent receives prior written notice 
of the nature and substance of the information to be 
transferred. Parents may , upon request , inspe c t ,  
copy , and challenge such information. 
5.  In formation may be released without parental consent 
in connection with an emergency to appropriate 
persons i f  the knowledge of such information is 
necessary to protect the health or safety of 
student or other persons . In determining whether 
to release student records relative to a potential 
emergency situation, one should consider : the 
seriousness of the threat to the health of safety 
of the student or other persons ; the need for such 
records to meet the emergency; or whether the persons 
to whom records are released are in a position to 
deal with the emergency. 
6. Any release of information other than that specified 
in # 1 - 5 above, shall require the prior, specific, 
dated, and written consent of the parent or guardian , 
designating the person to whom such records may be 
released , the reason for the release, and the specific 
records or information to be released. 
7 .  The parent or guardian of a student may inspect or review 
the student record subject to the following conditions : 
a .  The request must be written, dated, signed 
by the parent , and addressed to the Director. 
b .  The request must b e  honored within 10 school 
days of receipt. 
c .  Under no circumstances will the student rPcord 
leave the administrative office. 
d .  A certified psychologist employee of SESE �10 is 
familiar with the �tudent shall be pre�ent to 
answer questions and interprete the records to 
the parent . 
I •  
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e .  A copy of the record or any portion of the 
record may be made i f  the request to copy is 
written, dated , signed by the parent or 
guardian, and submitted and approved by the 
Director. 
D. REDISCWSURE AND RECORD OF DISCIDSURE 
3 . 06 
Any information from another person or agency shall not be 
redisclosed without the prior , specifi c ,  dated, 1ind written 
consent of the parent or guardian designating the person 
to whom such records may be released , the reason for the 
release, and the specific records or information to be 
released. 
A record of all disclosures of information shall be made and 
must include: 
1 .  The nature and substance of the information released. 
2. The name and signature of the official records custodian 
releasing such informat ion. 
3. The name , title, and employer of the person requesting 
such information, and the purpose of such reques t .  
4.  The date of the releas e .  
5 .  A copy of any consent t o  such release. 
E. REVIEW AND CHALIENGE OF STUDENT RECORDS 
1 .  Parents and guardians shall have the right to challenge 
the accuracy , relevance and/or propriety of any entry in 
the school student records , exclusive of grades of their 
child. 
2. A request for an informal conference with the Director to 
challenge the contents of a student record , shall be made 
in writing to the Director, and shall state in specific 
terms what entries in their student ' s  record are being 
challenged or questioned . 
All informal conference with the parents shall be held 
within 15 school days of the receipt of the written re­
quest for the conference. 
3 .  I f  the challenge is not resolved by the informal conference , 
a formal hearing shall be heard by the Chairman of the SESE 
council. At the hearing, each party shall have the rights 
as outlined by law. 
A verbatim record of the hearing shall be made by a tape recorder . 
The Chairman, as hearing officer, shall render a decision within 
10 school days after the conclusion of the hearing and shall transmit 
this decision immediately to the parents and the Director. The 
decision shall be based solely on the information presented at the 
hearing and shall result in one of the following: 
a .  To retain the challenged contents o f  the student record. 
b .  To remove the challenged contents of the student record. 
c .  To change , clarify, or add to the challenged contents of 
the student record . 
4. Either party shall have the right to appeal the decision of 
the Chairman to the Superintendent of the Educational Service 
Region within 20 school days after such decision is transmitted. 
I •  
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The school may initiate an appeal on its own behalf by 
the same procedure. 
5. Upon receipt of such documents ,  the SESR shall examine 
the document and record , make findings , and issue a 
decision to the parents and the school within 20 school 
days of the receipt of the appeal documents. 
3 . 06 
6 .  The (school) Director shall be responsible for implementing 
the decision of the Superintendent of the Education Service 
Region. 
F. NOTIFICATION OF RIGHTS 
Notification of established rights shall be given annually to 
each student and his/her parent or guardian. 
Such notification shall include: 
1 .  The types of information contained in the temporary records. 
2. The right to inspect and copy temporary records and the 
cost of copying such records . 
3 .  The right to control access and release of school student 
records and the right to request a copy o f  information 
released. 
4 .  The right and procedures for challenging the contents of 
the school student record. 
5. The person, agencies or organizations having access to the 
student records without parental consent . 
6. The right to copy the school student or information contained 
therein proposed to be destroyed or deleted and the schools 
schedule for reviewing and destroying such information. 
?.  A statement informing the parents that no person may 
condition the granting or withholding of any right,  
privilege or benefits or make as a condition of  employment, 
credit, or insurance the securing by any individual of 
information from a student ' s  temporary record which such 
individual may obtain through the exercise of any right 
secured under the law or these regulations. 
8. The right of parents to inspect and challenge the 
information contained in a school student record to 
another school district , in the event of the transfer 
of the student to that school district. 
9. Any policys of the school relating to school stud�nt · 
records which are not included in the law or these 
regulations. 
I 
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3 . 07 
CHILD ABUSE POLICY 
I .  Position 
Under current Illinois statute schools have certain respon­
sibilities towards abused and neglected children. In general,  
the school ' s  role is to identify these children and refer them 
for treatment and protection. Due to their specialized know­
ledge of children and their prolonged contact with them, school 
personnel are in an excellent position to accomplish this. 
Therefore, in accordance with the Abused and Neglected Child 
Reporting Act (hereafter known as the ACT) as amended September 
27, 1979 , effective date July 1 ,  1980, it is the policy o f  
South Eastern Special Education ( SESE) that school personnel 
who suspect that a child ' s  physical or mental health or welfare 
may be adversely affected by abuse or neglect shall immediately 
report this to the Director (of SESE) or hie designee( s )  who 
shall then �ake a report to the Department of Children and 
Family Services (D.C.F.S . ) .  
II .  Definitions 
A .  School personnel means any person in the employ of a school 
or joint agreement. 
B. The ACT defines abused child as "a child whose parent or 
immediate family member , or any person responsible for the 
chil d ' s  welfare, or any individual residing in the same 
home as the child, or a paramour of the child ' s  parent : 
1 .  inflicts, causes to be inflicted, or 
allows to be inflicted upon such child 
by other than accidental means any of 
the following: a serious physical 
injury; death; disfigurement ; impair­
ment o f  physical or emotional health; 
or loss or impairment of any bodily 
function; 
2.  creates a substantial risk of physical 
injury to such child by other than 
accidental means which would be likely 
to cause death or serious disfigurement 
or impairment o f  any bodily function; 
3 .  commits or allows t o  be committed a 
sex offense against such child, as 
defined in the Criminal Code of 1961 ; 
4 .  commits o r  allows to be committed an 
act or acts of torture upon such child; or 
5. i,nflicts excessive corporal punishment ." 
C .  The ACT defines neglected child as "a  child whose parent or 
other person responsible for the child ' s  wel fare does not 
provide the proper or necessary support , education as re­
quired by law, or medical or other remedial care recognized 
under State law as necessary for his or her well-being; or 
who is abandoned by his or her parents or other person 
responsible for the child ' s  welfare." 
.. 
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III.  Reporting of Abuse/Neglect 3 . 07 
A .  Student Interview 
The abuse/neglect report shall be made on the basis of a 
personal interview and/or physical inspection of the child 
which shall be conducted in a professional manner in a 
private area and in the presence of two(2) certified 
school personnel. Those interviewing the child are 
encouraged to consult with the school nurse and the 
school social worker in determining if a report should 
be made. All doubts as to whether a report should be 
made shall be resolved in favor of the child and reported 
immediately. 
B. Information �equired 
In accordance with the ACT the following information , if  
known, shall be included in the report : 
1 .  name and address of the child and his 
parent/guardian; 
2. the child ' s  age , sex, and race; 
3 .  the nature and extent of the abuse or 
neglect including any evidence of prior 
abuse or injuries of the child or his 
siblings; 
4. the name( s )  of the person (a)  apparently 
responsible for the abuse or neglect ; 
5. name , age , and sex of family members; 
6 .  name o f  person making the report,  their 
title, and where they can be contacted ; 
7. any other action taken; 
8 .  any other information which may be helpful. 
C. Method of Reporting 
In accordance with the A� an oral report shall be made 
immediately to the D.C.F.S. field office which is respon­
sible for the child 's  county of residence and is to be 
followed by a written report within 48 hours confirming 
the earlier oral report. 
In the event that the appropriate D.C.F.S. field office 
cannot be contacted, the reporter may: 
1 .  use the toll-free telephone number 
( 1-800-252-2873 ) established by law 
for the reporting of the child abuse 
and neglect , or 
2. report to a local law enforcement agency , 
particularly if the child ' s  life, health, 
or safety may be threatened by the child ' s  
return to the alleged perpetrator of the 
abuse. 
. . 
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D .  Report Follow-Up 
The reporter or person initiating the report shall contact 
the D.C.F.S. office making the abuse/neglect investigation 
within ten(10) days of the oral report to determine the 
findings of the investigation and nay action taken. 
E .  Confidentiality 
I t  is not a violation of the Family Educational Rights 
and Privacy Act of 1979 to release information from a 
child ' s  record without parental consent for the purpose 
of making a child abuse/neglect report to an appropriate 
agency . 
All reports are considered strictly confidential and are 
not to be released to any person or agency without written 
parental consent . 
F. Record of Reports 
A copy of the written report shall be sent to D.C.F.S. 
Documentation of the oral report and all other pertinent 
facts shall be kept in the child ' s  temporary file. 
G .  Parent Notification 
School personnel are not to notify the child ' s  parent of 
an abuse/neglect report without approval from the Director 
or his deaignee except as in Section VII-3. 
IV. Penalty for Failure to Report 
A. Legal Consequences 
The Ac:r contains no penalty for the failure to report suspected 
child abuse or neglect . However , anyone failing to report may 
be found liable for damages to the child under the common law 
of negligence. (This has not yet been tested in Illinois 
court s . )  
V. Liability of the Reporter 
The ACT states in part "Any person, institution, or agency 
under this ACT, participating in good faith in the making 
of a report • • •  shall have immunity from any liability that 
might result by reason of such action." 
Vl .  Testimony by the Reporter 
The ACT states in part "ANY person who makes a report • • •  shall 
test�fy fully in any judicial proceeding resulting from such 
report , as to  any evidence of abuse or neglect , or the cause 
thereof." 
. . 
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VII .  Child ' s  Removal from School for Protective Cuslod) 
In the event that a child suspected of being abused 
or neglected is taken into protective custody by a 
law enforcement officer or a representative of the 
Department of Children and Family Services while at 
school the following shall occur: 
1 .  the officer or D.C.F.S. representative 
shall notify the Director of Special 
Education or his designee of the 
specific grounds for taking the child 
into protective custory; 
2 .  the Director or his designee shall 
release the child directly to the 
officer or D.C.F.S. representative, 
preferably in a private area; 
3.  the Director or his designee shall 
notify the parents of the action 
taken and the reasons given for the 
action; 
4. a summary report of the process outlined 
above in Sec . VII , 1 , 2 ,  and 3 ,  shall be 
made and kept with the school ' s  copy of 
the written abuse/neglect report . 
VIII. Inservice Training 
3 . 07 
SESE will provide periodic inservice training on the subject 
of child abuse and neglect to all school personnel. 
Adopted 1/23/80 
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CORPORAL PUNISHMENT 
Corporal punishment is defined as punishment inflicted 
directly on the body. The local board of education or 
3 . 08 
the parents of a student can prohibit the use of corporal 
punishment by teachers and other certified educational 
personnel . School personnel should refrain from administering 
corporal punishment when angry or when no witness is present . 
If  used, the punishment should be administered in a reasonable 
manner on the buttocks only . A student must have prior 
notification of the conduct likely to result in corporal 
punishment when possible. Parents objecting to their 
children being corporally punished may prohibit its use 
by written request as prescribed by local district policy. 
The local district must notify parents of this right upon 
initial enrollment of the student. 
School personnel should become informed of professional 
literature regarding the potentially damaging effects of 
corporal punishment. 
. .  
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3 . 09 
SUSPENSION POLICY 
The Director of SESE is authorized to be the Suspension Officer, 
and the Chairman of the SESE Council is appointed as Hearing 
Officer. 
1 .  The Hearing Officer will be the Chairman of 
the South Eastern Special Education Council. 
2 .  A hearing shall be held at a time agreed upon 
by both the parents ( or guardian) and SESE . 
3.  Absence of the parents or guardian at a 
scheduled review proceeding will be constructed 
as a waiver o f  review. 
4. SESE administration shall proceed first , and 
the etudent or hia/her representative may then 
respond . 
5 .  All witnesses shall be subject to inquiry by 
both parties. 
6 .  No more than 5 witnesses may be called by 
either party. 
7. Either party may record the proceedings at its 
own expense. 
8 .  Review proceedings will be held in executive 
session at the request of either party. 
9 .  The Hearing Officer shall make a written state­
ment of his findings to the SESE Council within 
5 school days after the hearing. 
10. A written decision will be issued to the student 
and his parents within 10 school days by the SESE 
Council. 
. . 
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In the event of the necessity of  suspension from school, 
a certified letter shall be sent immediately to the 
parents stating: 
1 .  Specific reason for suspension 
2. Specific days of suspension 
3. Date student may return to school 
4 .  Parents ' right to a hearing, and the 
fact that SESE must be notified within 
10 days of receipt of the certified 
letter if a hearing is desired. 
The student is entitled to ( 1 )  notice and an opportunity 
3 . 09 
f�r a hearing appropriate to the nature of the case 
immediately following the misconduc t ;  (2) an informal 
discussion of the alleged misconduct with the disciplinarian; 
(3) an opportunity to object to evidence which the school 
administration asserts is a basis for the suspension; and 
(4)  an opportunity to expluin his/her version of the facts 
after the student has been told the basis of the accusation. 
If there is an ongoing continuous danger to persons or 
property , then the student may be summarily removed , but 
a pre-suspension hearing must be scheduled as soon as 
practicable. 
Adopted 9/27/78 
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POLICY GOVERNING A HEARING ON SUSPENSION WHEN REQUESTED BY PAREN'rS 
1 .  The hearing officer will be the chairman of the South 
Eastern Special Education Council .  
2.  A hearing shall be held at  a time agreed upon by both 
the parent ( s }  or guardian and SESE. 
3. Absence of the parent ( s )  or guardian at  a scheduled 
review proceeding will be construed as a waiver or review. 
4. SESE administration shall proceed first , and the student 
or his/her representative may then respond. 
5. All witnesses shall be subject to inquiry by both parties. 
6. No more than 5 witnesses may be called by either party . 
7. Either party may record the proceedings at its own expense. 
8 .  Review proceedings will be held in executive seusion at 
the request of either party. 
9.  The hearing officer shall make a written statement of his 
findings to the SESE Council within five school days after 
the hearing. 
10. A written decision will be issued to the student and his 
parents within 10 school days by the SESE Council. The 
decision shall contain a short statement of the facts ,  
the basis for the decision , and the findings. 
Adopted 9/27/78 
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3 . 1 1  
SICK !EAVE 
All full-time certified and noncertified employees shall be 
entitled to sick leave in the amount of ten ( 10)  days at full 
pay the first year of their employment. I f  any such employee 
does not uae the full amount of annual leave thus allowed , the 
unused amount shall accumulate to a maximum available leave of 
one hundred thirty-two ( 132) days for the school year 1979/80 
and one hundred forty-four ( 144) days for the school year 1980/81 
at full pay , including the leave of the current year. 
The SESE Governing Council will consider, upon the Directo r ' s  
recommendation, extension of sick leave for employees whose 
circumstances warrant special consideration. The Board shall 
be petitioned through the Director . 
The SESE Governing Council may require a physician ' s  certificate 
as a basis for pay during leave after an absence of three (3) 
days for personal illness, or as it may deem necessary in 
other cases. 
Sick leave shall be interpreted to mean personal illness, or 
illness or death in the immediate family or household. The 
immediate family shall include parents , spouse , brothers , 
sisters, children, grandparents , grandchildren, rarents-in-law , 
brothers-in-law, sisters-in-law , grandparents-in-law , and 
legal guardians . 
Employees may select one of the following options regarding sick 
leave due to an on-the-job accident: 
1 .  If needed , an employee may take full salary for 
accumulated sick leave. In case of Workmar1 ' s  
Compensation benefits, the school will supple­
ment the amount paid by the insurance company 
to bring the total salary to the full normal 
salary. In no case will SESE issue a full check 
and accept an endorsed Workmen ' s  Compensat ion 
check as a partial reimbursement .  Each day of 
absence taken under this option will be charged 
against accumulated sick leave. When sick leave 
time has expired, the employee will be entitled 
to Workmen ' s  Compensation only . Changes made in 
the Workmen ' s  Compensation laws as provided by 
the State of Illinois will be followed. 
2 .  If the employee does not elect to use sick leave, 
the emP,loyee shall receive only the amount of the 
employee ' s  Workmen's Compensation benefit. The 
employee ' s  full accumulated sick leave will be 
available when the employee returns to work, or 
may be used upon expiration of Workmen's 
Compensation benefits. 
Adopted 9/18/79 . 
TRANSFER OF SICK BENEFITS 
SESE personnel hired from within the five-county joint 
agreement shall be credited with any sick leave days 
accumulated in the previous school position . with a 
limit of 144 days. 
Adopted 9/18/79 
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3.13 
PERSONAL EMERGENCY !EAVE 
The Council shall grant up to two (2)  days of personal emergency 
leave without loss o f  pay. Unused personal leave shall accumulate 
as sick leave . None will be taken before or after holidays or 
vacations . 
These days will be granted with full pay and should have prior 
approval of the Director . Requests should be made in writing 
as far in advance as possible.  
Personal emergency leave would cover emergency situations not 
covered by sick leave (Example: Business that could not be 
taken care o f  at any other time , personal family matters not 
involving illness , son or daughter graduating, etc . ) .  
I • 
LEAVE OF ABSENCE 3 . 14 
Leaves of absence for up to one ( 1 )  year may be gra111.:.t:d to 
tenured employees if requested in writing at least three ( 3 )  
months before the leave i s  t o  be taken , and subject t o  approval 
by the South Eastern Special Education Council . 
Leaves may be granted for: 
a .  Advanced study leading to a degree in an 
approved university. 
b .  Educationally related travel if the applicant 
provides an explanation of how such travel will 
improve the educational program. 
c .  Military service. 
d .  Maternity. 
e .  Child care, adoption. 
f. Extended illness in immediate family. 
g. Situation of an emergency nature over which Etn 
employee has little or no control. 
h .  Other reasons acceptable to the Council which 
will improve the educational program in South 
Eastern Special Education. 
An employee on a leave of absence would receive no salary or 
related benefits. However , employees on such leaves may continue 
benefits if they reimburse the district for any costs of benefits 
for which they apply , such as for insurance benefits.  
Employees will not advance on the salary schedule while on any 
approved leave of absence. 
Teachers would retain their tenure status with South Eastern 
Special Education but not necessarily the same position in the 
same school. 
Sabbatical leaves may be granted as per section 24-6 . 1  of the 
Illinois School Code. 
Requests for leaves will be considered on their individual merits. 
The Council will not grant leaves of absences , except in cases 
of extreme emergency, after July 1 or sixty (60) days before 
the beginning of school ( legal limit ) .  
A notice of return from leave of absence for the coming school year 
will be supplied to the Council by March 15. 
Adopted 1/23/80 
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PROFESSIONAL M.El!:TINGS 
All requests to attend professional meeti11gs mui>t bt- r1ppcoved 
by the Director (see "Request to Attend Professional Meeting 
Form") and meet the following criteria: 
I .  Within the SESE area 
A .  20¢ per mile 
Travel reimbursement shall be paid for the lesser 
of the two distances: 
1 .  from the employee's  home office to the 
work assignment . 
2 .  from the Ste. Marie office to the work 
assignment. 
II. Convention and Workshop Policy 
A .  Area meetings 
1 .  Approval of Director ( 2  weeks notice) 
2 .  20¢ per mile 
3. Cost of meals or banquet if part of meeting 
4. Registration fee, i f  any 
B .  State meetings 
1 .  Approval of Director ( 2  weeks notice) 
2 .  20¢ per mile or actual cost whichever i s  less 
3 .  lodging - full coverage 
4 .  114.oo per diem 
5 .  Registration fee, if any 
6.  Banquet fees (cost deducted from the $14.00 per diem) 
7. Attendance at any meeting must be directly related 
to duties and/or position of the indi vidual staff 
member 
8 .  Must be a member of organization sponsoring the 
convention 
C .  National meetings 
1 .  Recommendation and approval of Director (one month 
advance notice) 
2. Mileage to be determined by location and time 
required for travel 
3 .  lodging - full coverage 
4 .  $14.00 per diem 
5 .  Registration fee, if any 
6 .  Banquet fees ( cost deducted from the $14.00 
per diem) 
7. Attendance to a national convention must be directly 
related to duties and/or position of staff member 
8 .  Must be a member of the organization sponsoring 
the convention 
D. All meetings for the Director will be considered as the 
need arises 
E. Meal allowances ( submit receipts for meal costs)  
Breakfast $2.75 
Lunch 3 . 75 
Dinner 7.50 
Adopted 7/1/80 
GRADUATION 
A .  A special education student may be graduated only after 
a conference terminating special education placement has 
been held. (Rules & Reg. 9.29) 
3 . 1 6  
B .  When a student is transported from one district t o  another 
in order to receive the most appropriate and least 
restrictive educational service, the student may be 
graduated from either district. 
3 . 1 7  
SCHOOL CAIENDAR 
1 .  Districts sending students to receiving districts shall 
conform to the adopted calendar of the receiving district. 
2. SESE classes and staff will follow the school calendar of 
the district in which the program is housed. 
3 .  SESE central office staff will follow the Jasper Community 
Unit #1 school calendar. 
Adopted 9/24/80 . 
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CHILD ABUSE NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES 
SESE Classes 
South Eastern Special Education personnel who sulipect th�t 
a · child ' s  phys ical or mental health or welfare may be adv�rsely 
affected by abuse or neglect shall immediately report this 
to the Director of Special Education or his designee ( s ) ,  who 
shall then make a report to the Department of Children and 
Family Services. 
Procedure when a student from one district attends classes 
in another district: 
1 .  Teacher notifies building principal 
2. Building principul or designee 
a.  consults with school nurse 
b .  consults with SESE Social Worker if appropriate 
c .  notifies the Department o f  Children and Family 
Services contact person for the local school 
district. 
3 .  The D.C.F.S. contact person notifies 
a .  D.C.F.S. (notify Salem D.C.F.S. of children 
residing in Clay County; notify Olney D.C.F.S. 
office for children residing in Richland, 
Lawrence and Crawford counties , notify 
Effingham D.C.F.S. office for children 
residing in Jasper county) 
b .  the sending district 
Adopted 5/21/8.o 
STUDENT DISCIPLINE 
A.  In general,  SESE classes are to abide by the discipline 
policy of the district in which the class is located. 
B. Suspension ( ref. Suspension Policy statement ) 
C .  Expulsion (Ref. Rules & Regulations , Article II , 
Section: 2.4 "It is unlawful for a child who is 
eligible for Special Education to be expelled from 
a public school. " )  
D .  Corporal Punishment/Physical Restraint (ref. Corporal 
Punishment Policy statement) 
4 . 02 
The inappropriate behavior of many special education students 
is a result, either direct or indirect, of their exceptional 
characteriati c ( a ) .  The educational goals for these students 
often includes the remediation or modification of such 
behavior. The use of corporal punishment should be restricted 
to those situations in which other disciplinary measures 
have failed. The following procedure shall apply before 
corporal punishment is administered: 
1 .  When physical discipline becomes necessary, 
the teacher must confer with the principal , 
and the principal and teacher must be in 
agreement on the necessity of physical 
discipline. The principal shall have the 
responsibility of designating the time , pl�ce, 
and person to administer physical discipline. 
2. The student should be informed of the 
seriousness of the offense and the reason 
for his physical puniehment. 
3 .  Care should b e  taken that the period of time 
between the offense and physical punishment is 
not so long as to cause undue anxiety in the 
student . 
4.  The physical punishment must be administered 
in the presence of the principal or his 
certified representative and free from the 
presence of other students. 
5 .  Phys'ical discipline will be confined to the use 
o f  the paddle, administered in such a manner 
that will not result in injury to the student, 
and will be administered on the buttocks 
through the pupi l ' s  mode of dress. 
6 .  Physical discipline should never be administe:red 
to a child whom school personnel know to be under 
psychological or physical treatment without a 
conference with the psychologist or physician. 
7. The pripcipal , or his delegate,  is responsible 
for informing the parent or legal guardian of 
the administration of physical discipline. 
After physical discipline is administered , n 
report signed by the principal and by the witness 
will be placed in the student ' s  file, and a copy 
of the report will be �orwarded to the director 
of SESE . 
I! 
8 .  Personnel currently under sanctions to refrain 
from physical discipline will not admin ister 
physical discipline. They must report cases 
directly to the principal for action. 
4 . 02 
PHYSICAL RESTRAINT 
Teachers are encouraged to utilize SESE central office staff 
( especially a psychologist or a social worker) when dealing 
with a child whose behavior may warrant the use of corporal 
punishment. A child 's  behavior may indicate an inappropriate 
p�acement or that the child ' s  problems are more severe than 
they first appeared. 
" l! 
I' 
I 
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SUSPENSION : N<Jl'IFICATION PROCEDURES 
In the event of the necessity of suspension from sci1ool ,  a 
certified letter shall be sent immediately to the parents 
stating: 
1 .  
2. 
3.  
4.  
Specific reason for suspension 
Specific days of suspension 
Date student may return to school 
Parents ' right to a hearing, and the 
that SESE must be notified within 10 
receipt of the certified letter if a 
is desired . 
fact 
days of 
hearing 
The student is entitled to ( 1 )  notice and an opportunity for 
a hearing appropriate to the nature of the case immediately 
following the misconduct;  (2) an informal discussion of the 
alleged misconduct with the disciplinarian; (3)  an opportunity 
to object to evidence which the school administration asserts 
is a basis for the suspension; and ( 4 )  an opportunity to 
explain his version of the facts after he has been told the 
basis of the accusation. If there is an ongoing continuous 
danger to persons or property, then the student may be 
summarily removed; however , a pre-suspension hearing must 
then be scheduled as soon as practicable. (Refer to "Notice 
of Suspension" form) 
Adopted 9/27/78 
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FIELD TRIPS AND <Jl'HER OFF-CAM.PUS ACTIVITIES 
All off-campus activities such as field trips , parades , 
or school-related activities which involve leaving the 
school premises must receive prior approval by the Director . 
1 .  Each request is to be written and will state 
a. the nature of the trip 
b .  location 
reason for the trip 
d. length of trip 
e .  special arrangements required such as 
transportation, meals , or miscellaneous 
expenses 
4 . 04 
2 .  Written parental permission is required for each child 
to participate in each off-campus activity. (See 
"Field Trip Permission Form" ) 
3. Prior arrangements must be made to accommodate 
students not participating in any off-campus activity. 
4 .  Children are always to be under the direct supervision 
of either a certified teacher or a certified teacher ' s  
aide. 
EMERGENCY INFORMATION REPORTING PROCEDURES 
An Emergency Inf orma.tion Form is to be complet�d by the 
parents or guardian of each child enrolled in a. SESE 
class . A copy is to be in the chil d ' s  file at the 
Central Office and a. copy in the teacher ' s  classroom file. 
4 . 05 
I f  a. teacher does not have a completed Emergency Information 
Form for ea.ch student , the Central Office should be contacted 
promptly. (Refer to "Emergency Information" form ) 
MIIEAGE AND TRAVEL EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT 
Mileage and Travel expenses shall be turned in monthly to 
the central office on the ''Mileage and Travel Expense 
Reimbursement Requisition Form".  Receipts should be 
attached for all out-of-district meals , registration 
fees, etc . (See "Procedures for Changing Mileage ) .  
4 . 06 
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PROCEDURES FOR CHARGING MILEAGE 
1 .  Office to destination back to office. 
2 .  Charge from home t o  destination back t o  home if  this 
is the shortest distance. 
i . e .--Your home is in Olney and you spend the 
day at Noble and return to Olney. You 
charge the 20 mile round trip (otherwise 
the mileage from Ste. Marie to Noble and 
return to Ste. Marie would be about 55 miles) 
3 .  Charge from first business contact to the office if  
traveling from home if  this is  shorter than office 
to destination back to the office. 
i . e .--You live in Clay City and stop to work in 
the East Richland district and then continue 
to Ste. Marie . You would charge from Olney 
to . Ste. Marie. 
4 .  Charge from office to destination back to your home if 
this distance is shorter . 
i . e . --You live in Olney. Your travel originates at 
the Ste. Marie office and you travel to Oblong 
but return to Olney at the end of the school 
day. Charge from Ste. Marie to Oblong and 
back to Ste. Marie. 
5 .  Charge from the office to your last contact at the end 
o f  the day if your last contact is en.route to your home. 
i .• e .--Your home is Flora. You travel from Ste. Marie 
but stop to work at Olney and then continue home 
at the end of the day . Charge from Ste. Marie 
to Olney. 
4 . 07 
6 .  I f  delivering o r  picking up something related t o  the office 
when on the way to work or going home from work, then 
charge only for the extra mileage driven in the town( s )  
which is caused by picking up or delivering the item ( s ) .  
This is viewed differently than when actually working with 
students or school personnel. 
Adopted 4/7/80 
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WORK DAY AND WORK SCHEDUIE REPORTING PROCEDURES 
A work schedule is to be submitted to the central office 
noting the location, time and activities. 
This schedule is to be followed os closely as possible, 
with the central office being notified of any major 
revisions. 
For all central office personnel the work day begins at 
4 . 08 
8 : 00  a.m. and ends at 4 :00 p . m .  All personnel are to report 
to work unless notified differently by the Director of SESE 
or his designee. (Refer to "Weekly Schedule" form ) 
I 
l 
.. 
4 . 09 
TEIEPHONE CALLS 
A record of all long distance telephone calls shall Le made 
on the appropriate fomr providing all requested information. 
This record is to be submitted to the SESE office on the last 
working day of each month. 
Collect telephone calls to office are to be avoided. Telephone 
credit cards will be supplied for use for all business-related 
calls. (Refer to "Telephone Record" form ) 
J! 
PURCHASES 
No purchases are to be made without prior approval of a 
requisition approved by the Director. 
For a purchase which involve educational funds and which 
is in the approved budge t ,  the teacher must file a 
requisition with the Director giving accurate information 
on the following: catalog name (and number if possible ) ,  
page, quantity, item description, and cost. (Refer to 
"Purchase Requisition" form) 
For non-budget items, the teacher will discuss the proposed 
purchase with the Director and is to receive approval of the 
requisition prior to purchase. (See "Purchase Requisition" · 
form) 
4 . 1 0  
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ADMINISTRATION OF MEDICINE 
The South Eastern Special Education District adopts the following 
suggested procedures for the administration of medicine to 
students ,  as �ecommended by the Illinois Office of Education : 
1 .  Written orders are to be provided to the school from a 
physician detailing the name of the orug , dosage , and 
the time interval in which the medication is to be 
taken . These orders are to be renewed periodically 
as deemed necessary by the local school district . 
2. A written request from the parent or guardian of the 
pupil to the school district together with a letter 
from the physician indicating the necessity for the 
medication during the day , the type of disea�e or 
illness involved, the benefits of the medication , 
the side effects, and an emergency number where he 
or she can be reached. Both letters shall be placed 
in the pupil ' s  temporary file. 
3. Medication must be brought to the school in a con­
tainer appropriately labeled by the pharmacy or 
physician. 
4. The init ial doee of medication at school must bu 
administered by the school nurse. I f  subsequent 
medication must , by necessity, be administered by 
a professional other than the school nurs e ,  the 
nurse should provide the necessary information for 
the administration of the medication, including the 
detailing of any possible side effects. 
5. The school nurse shall prepare a written statement 
to the building administrator as to the side effects 
of the drug, if any , and a copy thereof shall be 
placed in the pupil ' s  temporary file. 
6. A locked cabinet must be provided for the storage 
of medication. Opportunities should be provided 
for communication with the pupil .  parent , and 
physician regarding the effectiveness of the 
medication administered during school hours . 
7.  The school district retains the discretion to reject 
requests for administration of medication. 
Adopted 1/25/78 
LETI'ER TO PAHENTS - HEALTH HECORDS 4 . 1 2  
Dear Parents :  
'rhe rules and regulations for health examinations and immunizationb 
have been set up by the State through the Illinois State Board 
of Education and the Illinois Department of Public Health. 
In order to be enrolled in school this coming fall, all students 
must have a physical exam or record . Students entering 
kindergarten, fifth, and ninth grades must have a physical done 
before enrolling. If a student does not have a physical on 
record , he will not be allowed to enroll in school until one 
is obtained . 
Immunizations must be up-to-date . In order to be up-to-date,  
the following must have been given : 
5-6 doses of Diphtheria, Pertussis ( Whooping Cough ) 
Tetanus , DPT or DT 
4 doses of oral Polio vaccine 
1 .Measles immunization after 1968 and after 12 months 
of age (or documented proof of Measles disease by 
a physician) 
1 Rubella immunization (uot required for girls over 
age 10;  evidence of prior disease will not be accepted) 
1 Mumps immunization ( recommended but not--;equired) 
We must also have on file dates (month and year) for each does 
given. 
On the second page we have listed the immunizRtions our records 
show your child has had. These have either been given by a 
doctor or by the school in an immunization program. We will try 
to help you get your child properly immunized. We have noted in 
the blanks what your child needs to be in compliance. These 
immunizations must be completed by the beginning of the next 
school year. 
Please make appointments � for physical and dental P.Xaminations 
with your physician and dentist. Be sure to have the proper form 
that is enclosed. The yellow form will no longer work. Enclosed 
is the "Certi·ficate of Health" form that must be completed and 
returned to the school before or on registration day. 
SESE Director School Nurse 
Adopted 3/26/80 
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STANDING ORDERS FOR NURSES ADMINISTERING TO CHILDREN IN SESE PROGRAMS 
1 .  Reasons to send a child home: 
a. Temperature over 1 00  with other symptoms of illness.  
b .  Vomiting or diarrhea that causes interference in the 
classroom. 
c .  Rash accompanied by some of the following: temperature , 
sore throat , headache ,  watery eyes, or runny nose . 
d .  Infestation of head lice. 
NOTE: 1 .  Be sure someone is home or parental consent 
has been given before child is sent or taken 
home. 
2 .  Be sure accident report form is completed for 
ALL accidents . 
2 .  Recommendationa: 
a .  Insect Bites: Remove stinger if  present . Apply paste 
made of baking soda and water ; in case of swelling apply 
ice bag. 
b .  Animal Bites: Cleanse with soap and water. Rinse with 
clean running water . I f  skin is broken notify the proper 
authorities. 
c .  Burns : Apply cold or ice water until the pain is relieved. 
If burn is severe , notify parent"s . May dress with plain 
vaseline . 
d .  Poison Ivy: Caladryl cream or lotion. 
e .  Cute and scrapes: Wash with soap and water or cleanse 
with hydrogen peroxide or first aid cream. Bandaid or 
bandage. Butterfly and/or pressure dressing if cut is 
severe. 
f. Bruises : Ice bag or cold cloths . If skin i s  broken, 
treat the same as cuts. 
g. Splinters: Wash with soap and water, cleanse with 
alcohol , sterilize needle with alcohol or flame. Apply 
first aid cream and cover with a bandaid if necessary. 
h .  Toothaches:  Swab dipped in first aid toothache medicine 
or oil of cloves . Recommend to see dentist. 
i .  Foreign body in eye: Flush eye with cool water to remove 
floating objects. DO NOT remove imbedded objects. 
j .  Do not give medication: If parents wish medication to be 
given , a child must have a signed consent slip from the 
parents. No medicine is to be given by an employee of 
SESE o r  made available without parental consent . This 
includes common aspirin. 
k .  All prescription medication is to be kept in a school 
office in each school under the control of a Hchool 
employee whether it be the principal , secretary , or 
school nurse. Students are not to keep medication in 
their pockets , lockers , etc. 
1 .  For an upset stomach a gelucil tablet may be given , with 
proper permission. 
m •.. For sore throats, with no fever , a throat losenge may be 
given, such as Cep-a-col . 
n .  Chemical burns : Flush burned area with lots of cold water. 
Apply soda paste to burned area. 
4 . 14 
PROCEDURES - EVIDENCE OF HEAD LICE INFESTATION 
I f  head lice is suspected and an examination by school nurse 
proves this to be true, following procedures should be followed: 
1 .  Notify principal of building involved. 
2. Notify parents of child involved. 
3 .  Exapi.ine other children of srune family. 
4.  Infected child is to go home - parents to receive 
"Head Lice Control" form and be given in::;tructions 
by nurse concerning control procedures. 
5 .  School officials to strongly suggest parento take child 
to family physician. 
6 .  Child must be cleared by school nurse or fumily physician 
before re-entering schoo l .  Students with nits present , 
regardless of treatment , will not be permitted to return 
to school until all nits are removed .  
?.  I f  child not back i n  school within one week, school nurse 
or other school personnel should make a home visit. 
8.  An attempt should b e  made by both the school and the 
family to keep the child up-to-date in regards to missed 
school lessons. 
HEAD LICE CONTROL 
I f  you see tiny white flecks attached to the hair with a sticky 
material , and they cannot be gotten off unless pulled the full 
length of the hair--then you ' re looking at nits or louse eggs . 
I f  suspicious objects are flakey and dislodge easily, they may 
be only dandruff. 
INDIVIDUAL TREATMENT: 
Infected child (and all other members of the family) should have 
hair shampooed with a physician-recommended medication . After 
the shampoo, nits must be pulled out with fingernails or combed 
out, with a fine-tooth comb , the full length of the hair. Nit 
removal is essential for successful treatment . In severe or 
reinfested cases, i t  is recommended that 1% Malathion be dusted 
into the hair and allowed to remain 24 hours before shampooing. 
Brush and comb should be washed after treatmen t .  
HOME COOTROL MEASURES : 
Home control measures should be insti tuted to prevent reinfestation: 
All clothing and bedding used within 1 month of infestation either 
should be laundered in hot soapy water or dry cleaned . 1% Malathion 
should be sprinkled on mattresses and upholstered furniture , particularly 
on seams and crevices--and left on for 24 hours. Brush and vacuum 
to complete lice eradication. 
4 .  1 5  
ACCIDENT REPORTS 
Each teacher will record any accident involving a student from 
the classroom, no matter how minor . All accident reports are 
to be submitted to the Administrative Office on the last day 
ot school . 
More serious accidents are to be reported to the building 
principal and to the school nurse. The Director of Special 
Education is to be notified if emergency treatment may be 
required. (Refer to "Accident Report" form ) 
4 . 1 6  
PROCEDURES WHEN CONSIDERING UNAVAILABIE PROGRAMS 
In the event that any certified South Eastern Special Education 
(SESE) personnel learns that a recommendation may be made or is 
going to be made for a student which may create or will create a 
class or service within SESE, or within any of the 1 2  districts 
served by SESE , which already is not in existance ( i . e . ,  swimming 
for purposes of gross motor improvement, psychotherapy, 
psychiatric counseling, mental health services, summer school 
classes, another level of TMH ,  autistic, severe/profound , 
B.D. , blind, deaf, half time or full time L.D. , or any other 
handicapping condition covered under Article 1 4  of the School 
Code of Illinois ) ,  that certified staff member shall, before 
discussing the propoaed recommendation with the parent ( s )  or 
guardian(s ) ,  immediately notify the Director of Special Education. 
The Director and other appropriate administrative personnel and 
the certified staff ·member ( s )  shall then discuss the recommendation. 
A staffing with the parent ( s )  or guardian ( s )  will take place only 
after the above procedure has been followed. 
The above guidelines will necessitate SESE psychologists post­
poning until a later date staff ings which have been scheduled 
the same day following an evaluation. Either the psychologist 
or other appropriate school personnel may notify the parent ( s )  
or guardian( s )  concerning the postponment , and tell them they 
will be notified concerning the new staffing date . 
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TlTLE: 
QUALIFICATIONS : 
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT : 
REPORTS TO: 
JOB lJESCRIPrION 
SOUTH EASTERN SPECIAL EDUCATION 
Director of Specjal &iucation 
Illinois Approval as Director of Special 
Education 
12 months 
SESE Council 
5 .01 
· t..'VALUATION : Per formauce of thJ s job will be evaluated annually 
i n  accordance with the provisions of S ES E ' s  
poli c y  on evaluation of administrative personnel. 
POSITION GOAL: Provide sound educational programs and 
services for excepti onal children as mandateci 
by slate and fedcrRl legisla t j on and as SESE ' s  
member d i s t r i c t s demand and/or requ i re 
POSITION RESPONSIBlLITJ ES :  
1 .  Attend meetings of the SF.S.I!.: Council and l!:xec u t i ve CommHtee. 
2. Provide necessary i n formation reports to the Counci l .  
3. Ensure that state and federal guidelines are followed. 
4. Be responsible and supervise all aspects of state aud federal 
funding. 
5. Direct pr�paretion o f  the annual budget. 
6. Approve all purchases made by South Eastern Special Education. 
7. Recommend such pol icies as necessary to maintain a qual i ty 
special education program, a11d as nece�sary i n  order to comply 
with state and federal guidelines. 
8. Recruj t and recommend employment of all personnel. AsRisl 
superintendents upon request i n  recruiting personnel. 
9. Evaluate staff and make recommendations to Executive Comm i t t ee;. 
10. Have responsi bility for the placement of eligible S l!S E  pupils 
a fl er staf fi ngs . 
1 1 .  Be responsible for the coordination policy of staffing and 
staffing procedures t o  determine eligibility aud noneligi b i l i ty 
for special class placement. 
1?. r:valuAlP pror,ram nC'ed�; i n  order l o  er;tf1bl i sh nt't•<i<-d cl crnr;r:�. 
1 3 .  Establ ish procP.ctu re:; for referrfl l ,  evoluat:i o n  and <ws 1 gnm<' n l  
and reapprci.isal o f  r-;t.ude11tn. 
14. Eslnbl I �>h record k e <�pj np; ornl ha11dli ng procedures for all 
coufidential record:>. 
5 . 01 
15. Conduct surveys and f>Creenings to ident i fy exceptional children. 
16. Supervise curriculum t?valuation and revision procedures. 
17. Conduct staff meetings an needed. 
· 18. Plan inservice meetings and workshops. 
19. Acl as cousul tant to di slric tr> regarding special education. 
?O. Visit classrooms regularly. 
2 1 .  Supervise staff activit ies. 
22. Atteud staffings. 
23. Maintain liaison wi t h appropriate outside ageuoit>s. 
24. Maintain a public relations program. 
25. Perform other duties as may be assigned by the SESE Council and 
Execu tive Committee. 
s . 02 
JOB DESCHIPI'ION 
SOUTH EASTERN SPECIAL EDUCATION 
'rlTU: : 94-142 Coordinator/Administrative Assistant 
QUALIFICATIONS : Possess appropriate Administrative certificate 
TERMS OF 
EMPLOYMENT: 
REPORTS TO: 
EV ALU AT ION : 
POSITION GOAL: 
POSITION 
RESPONSIBILITIES : 
12 months 
SESE Director 
Performance of this job will be evaluated 
annually in accordance with the provisions 
of SESE ' s  policy on evaluation of personnel. 
Assist in development and improvement of special 
education programs and services at the local and 
joint agreement levels by successfully pursuing 
and obtaining categorical and other funds from 
State and Federal sources. 
1 .  Conduct needs assessments for SESE and local distri9ts relative 
to P.L. 94-142, Preschool and P.L. 89-313 programs/services. 
2. Prepare budgets relating to federol funds. 
3. Prepare applicat ions , evaluations and necessary amendments 
relating to P.L. 94-142, Preschool Incentive and P.L. 89-313. 
4. Eatabliah and monitor financial accounting procedures for 
federal funds. 
5. Conduct and verify the Funding and Child Tracking System( FACTS) 
for generating state and local funds. 
6. Prepare other grant applications relating to handicapped programs. 
7. Direct the filing and final claiming of extraordinary services 
reimbursements under 14-7.02, 14-7.02a and 14-7.03 of the School 
Code. 
8. Coordinate inservice activities and workshops and direct service 
committee meetings. 
9 .  Direct mandated public awareness and inservice activities. 
10. Provide technical assistance to teachers in local districts 
and SESE regarding IEP' s and compliance with state and federal 
regulat ions. 
- ? -
1 1 .  Pr-ovide assistance to district superi ntendents and other 
administrative personnel regarding federal and state re­
gulations. 
5 .  02 
12.  Assist the Director to develop policy manuals, handbooks, 
teacher evaluations �nd other in.struments relative to  effective 
administration. 
13. Act in the absence of the Director concerning the admini­
strat ion and supervision of programs and personnel within 
the cooperative. 
14. Assist the Director with ongoing program supervision 
activities. 
15. Perform other duties as may be assigned from time to t ime 
by the Director. 
TIT!E : 
QUALIFICATION :  
TERMS OF 
EMPWYMENT : 
REPORTS TO :  
SUPERVISES : 
EVAWATION : 
POSITION 
GOAL: 
JOB DESCRIPl'ION 
SOUTH EASTERN SPECIAL EDUCATION 
Supervising Psychologist 
As set by state certification authorities 
three years experience as a school psychologist 
1 1  months 
Director 
Psychologists 
Performance of this job will be evaluated 
annually in accordance with the provisions 
of SESE 's  policy on evaluation of personnel. 
Coordinate activities of SESE psychologists , and 
help all students realize their potential and 
obtain maximum benefit from their educational 
exper'iences through counseling and other direct 
services as well as through evaluation, con­
sultation and indirect services to parents 
and teachers . 
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES : 
1 .  Serve as consultant to the director on all matters pertaining 
to school psychology . 
2 .  Oversee overall delivery of psychological services. 
3. Advise psychological staff. 
4.  Provide orientation to new psychologists. 
5. Convey Director ' s  requests and requirements to psychologists. 
6 .  Meet with the Director the first working Monday of each mont� 
to provide updated reports pertaining psychological services. 
7. Assign evaluations to psychologists. 
8. Determine priorities for cases awaiting servi ce . 
9 .  Complete psycholo�icnl evRluations within time lines set by 
atRte And feoeral guidelines. 
5 . 03 
10. Devise suitable forms and record-keeping procedures and 
revise as required . 
1 1 .  Allocate available staff time equitably and effi ciently 
among member districts. 
1 2 .  Represent psychologists ' combinen interests to Director . 
1 3 .  Maintain high standards of professional ethics and pro­
fessional integrity among psychologists. 
14. Arbitrate professional disagreements which might arise 
among psychologists. 
15. Maintain quality and respond to questions of quality and 
appropriateness of psychological services. 
16. Participate in disposition of extraordinarily difficult or 
unusually complex cases. 
17. Supervise internship of s chool psychologists.  
18. Act as consultant to member districts on matters relating 
to pupil personnel services. 
1 9 .  Coordinate district-wide projects as assigned by the 
director ( i . e .  preschool screening , annual staffings) . 
20. Screen school enrollments to identify children who should 
be referred for individual study. 
21 . Participate in evaluation proceedings involving s chool 
psycholo�ists . 
22. Complete minimum of 140 psychological evaluations during 
1 1  month contractual period ( i . e .  if equivalent of one 
day per week is spent counseling, four-fifths of 140 
evaluations ( 1 12)  shall be required . 
23. Visit SESE classrooms on a regular basis as assigned by 
the Director. 
24. Make referrals to outside agencies when appropriate.  
25. Perform individual psychological evaluations , interpret 
findings and makes meaningful recommendations. 
2h . Pro·•ide coun,,eling r.ervices , especially to B.D. student s .  
27. Act n r.  comrnltnnt i n  rror;rnm rlevr.1opmP.nt ."lnci r-c:hool mentnJ 
herilth mntters. 
28. Conr.1.1.I t wi th tr.ncher!; :111cl ol.l11�r r;chool p�r:;o1111 r l  .i n  rel . 1 1 ! . i on 
to behavior management �nd l�Rrning prohlem s .  
s . o3 
29. Participate in e�ucating parents and in developing parent 
understanding. 
5 . 03 
30. Help districts with case study evaluations when appropriate. 
31 . Participate in staffings . 
32. Keep abreast of new developments in the field. 
33. Perform other duties as may be assigned from time to time 
by the Director. 
TITU: : 
QUALIFICATIONS : 
TERMS OF 
EMPWYMENT: 
REPORTS TO: 
EVALUATION : 
POSITION 
GOAL: 
JOl3 D�:.>C£Hi·'rION 
!;OU'l'H t-.:A:;·r1·�HN �il'�:CIAL F.:DUCA'rION 
Psychologist 
As set by State Certification Authorities 
1 1  months 
Director and Supervising Psychologist 
Performance of this job will be evaluated 
annually in accordance with the provisions 
of SESE ' s  policy on evaluation of personnel. 
Help all students realize their potential 
and obtain maximum benefit from their 
educational experiences through counseling 
and other direct services as well as 
through evaluation, consultation and 
indirect services to parents and teachers . 
POSITION RESPONSIBILITIES : 
1 .  Complete minimum of 140 psychological evaluations during 
1 1  month contractual period ( i . e . ,  if  equivalent of one 
day per week is spent counseling, four-fi fths of 140 
evaluations (112)  shall be required. 
2 .  Complete psychological evaluations within time lines set 
by state and federal guidelines . 
3 .  Attend staffings . 
4.  Help districts with case study evaluat i ons when appropriate. 
5. Screen school enrollments to identify children who should 
be referred for individual study. 
6. Perform individual psychological evaluations , interpret 
findings and makes meaningful recommendations . 
7. Counsel and perform appropriate psychological remedial 
measures, individually or in groups . 
8.  Participate in educating parents and in developing parent 
understanding. 
9 . Visit SESE classrooms on a regular basis as assigned by 
the Director. 
5 .  (l4 
5 . 04 
10. Consult with teachers and other school personnel in relation 
to behavior management and learning problems. 
1 1 .  Act as consultant in program development and school mental 
health matters . 
12. Make referral to outside agencies when appropriate. 
1 3 .  Keep abreast of new developments in the field. 
14.  Perform other duties as may be assigned from time to time 
by the Director or Supervising Psychologist. 
TITLE: 
QUALIFICATIONS : 
TERMS OF DtPI.OYMENT: 
REPORTS TO: 
. EVALUATION: 
POSITION GOALS : 
JOB DF.SCRIPl'ION 
SOUTH EASTERN SPECIAL EDUCATION 
School Social Worker 
As set by state certification authorities 
11 months 
SF.SE Director 
Performance of this job will be evaluated 
annually in accordance vith the provisions 
of SF.SE policy on evaluation of personnel 
Help students resolve personal, emotional 
and social problems which interfere with 
functioning and achievement in school 
POSITION RESPONSIBILITIF.S: 
1 .  Perform individual casework with students. 
2. Work with groups of students, or with individual student s ,  
i n  a group setting when i t  is felt that the influence of 
group interactiou may bring about positive change. 
3. Work with parents, individually or in groups, as a liason 
between the home and school or as an agent for change in the 
home situation where it may bring about improvement in the 
school problems • 
. 
4. Consult with school personnel regarding individual children 
or groups of children. 
5. Provide appropriate components of case study evaluation and 
attend such meetings as are necessary to determine eligibility 
and placement. 
6. Maintain regular contact with building principals to inform 
them of progress made by student s receivinB school social 
work services. 
7. Assiet in the identification and solution of school problems. ·  
8. Act as a liason between school and c�mmunity agencies. 
9. Assist students and their parents and· f8ll ilies in utilizing 
the services of community agencies. 
s . os 
10. Initiate referrals of children to other agencies as appropriate. 
11.  Participate in the development of services needed i n  the 
community. 
1 2 .  Maintaiu nec�osary case records. 
13.  Perform other duties as may b e  assigned by the Director. 
s . os 
TITIE: 
QUALIFICATIONS : 
TERMS OF 
EMPWYMENT: 
REPORT TO :  
SUPERVISES : 
EVAWATION : 
POSITION 
GOAL: 
JOB DF.SCRIPI'ION 
SOUTH EASTERN SPECIAL EDUCATICN 
Pre-Vocational Coordinator 
As set by state certification authorities 
1 1  months 
Director 
Secondary Work Experience Students 
Performance of this job will be evaluated 
annually in accordance with the provisions 
of SESE policy on evaluation of personnel .  
Prepare handicapped students for gainful 
employment which will make them economically 
self-sufficient , socially acceptable and a 
u&eful member of their community. 
POSITION RESPONSIBILITIES : 
s .06 
1 .  Establish and coordinate pre-vocational adjustment on-campus 
training stations . 
2 .  Secure community work stations and job sites suitable to 
students ' abilities and disabilities. 
3.  Act as official liason between the Department of Vocational­
Technical Education, Special Education, Department of 
Rehabilitation Services, U .  S. Department of Labor and the 
State of Illinois Labor Department . 
4 .  Maintain a liason between the school , community, local and 
state agencies. 
5. Prepare necessary information for admission into the program . 
6 .  Assist in preparation of all financial reports and vouchers 
for the Department of Vocational and Technical Education and 
the Department of Rehabilitation Services. 
7. Prepare an annual report before the close of the school year . 
8 .  Determine , with the assistance o f  the classroom teacher , school 
counselor , and other designfited authority personnel , students 
to be placed in the work experience program . 
9 .  Inform the Department of Rehabilitation Services counselor 
of the beginning and ending dates of individual training 
plans and any major change in the work experience program. 
5 . 06 
1 0 .  Provide Department of Rehabilitation Services with information 
required so each student participating in SWEP may become 
DORS clients. 
1 1 .  Counsel pupils, parents and employers on problems pertaining 
to the work experience program. 
1 2 .  Recommend and monitor SWEP students '  participation i n  a 
sheltered workshop enviro�ent .  
1 3 .  Evaluate job skills and vocational adjustment of students 
while in a realistic working situation . 
1 4 .  Provide satisfying and successful vocational adjustment of 
students while in a realistic working situation. 
1 5 .  Expose students to realistic situations while under super­
vision o f  program personnel. 
16 . Relate the education and training of students to employment 
requirements. 
1 7 .  Assign letter grades earned by each SWEP student on a quarterly 
basis resulting in credits earned toward SWEP students' 
graduation. 
1 8 .  Make students realistically aware of the kinds of jobs they 
can perform. 
1 9 .  Develop wholesome habits and attitudes necessary for job 
success. 
20. Counsel with students on individual problems affecting job 
training. 
2 1 .  Counsel with employers on individual problems affecting job 
training. 
22. Meet with special education teachers to help develop and improve 
the pre-vocational curriculum for special education student s .  
23.  Prepare sub-minimum wage certificates for SWEP students from the 
Federal and State Labor Departments. 
24. Take initiative in securing or recommending additional services 
to . meet specific needs of handicapped pupils. 
25. Ensure that students get proper reimbursement for the 
work they have done. 
26. Perform other duties as may be assigned by the Director. 
5 .06 
5 . 07 
JOB DESCR!Pl'ION 
SOUTH EASTERN SPECIAL EDUCATION 
TITLE: Physical Therapist 
QUALIFICATIONS : 1 .  As set by State certification authorities 
TERKS OF 
EMPLOYMENT : 
REPCRTS TO: 
EVALUATES: 
POSITION GOAL: 
POSITION 
RESPONSIBILITIES: 
1 2  Months 
SESE Director 
Performance of this job will be evaluated annually 
in accordance with the provisions of SESE policy 
on evaluat ion of personnel. 
Enhance educational and developmental potential 
of physical and developmentally handicapped 
students. 
1 .  Accept and review. referrals for physical therapy from special education 
coordinators in SESE districts to determine eligibility for physical 
therapy services. 
2. Obtain a PI' prescription from a licensed medical doctor and parental 
consent annually for each child. 
3. Assess physical abilities of the child in relation t o  his/her 
disability and educational setting. 
4. Develop an individualized program ( I . E . P. of therapy for each 
child. 
5. Collaborate with parents, classroom teachers and other school 
staff members to provide activities for the home and classroom 
that will assist the child in attaining set goals. 
6. Review eligibility of each student annually with parents and 
other staff members. 
?. Maintain documentation of student progress. 
8. Part icipate in multidisciplinary staffings of all students receiving 
physical t herapy or recently deemed �ligible. 
9. Develop and manage a therapy echedule. 
10. Serve as a resource to school staff in the development of a 
balanced program for the physically handicapped child. 
r 1. l 
5 . 07 
- 2 -
1 1 .  Assist and guide teachers in observing, describing, and referring 
suspected and identified physically handicapped children. 
12. Assist in proper referrals of individuals to agencies and spec­
ialists in the community. 
13.  Work with parents and agencies in providing complete care for a 
child. 
14. Serve as c onsultant to SESE on topics concerning the physically 
and/or multiply handicapped child. 
15. Maintain list of referred , screened, and eligible students ,  as 
well as a directory of outside agencies, consultants, specialists 
and related services. 
16. Assume responsibility for requisitioning and maintaining 
needed equipment and supplies. 
17. Perform other duties as may be assigned by the Director. 
JOB DESCHIPI'ION 
SOUTH EASTERN SPECIAL EDUCATION 
TIT IE :  Teacher 
QUALIFICATIONS : As set by state certification authorities 
TERMS OF EMPWlMENT: 9 months 
REPORTS TO :  Director 
SUP,ERVISES : Teacher aides 
EVA.LUATI� : Performance of this job will be evaluated 
annually in accordance with the provisions 
of SESE ' s  policy on evaluation of personnel 
POSITION GOAL: Help students learn subject matter and/or 
skills which will contribute to the fulfill­
ment of their potential for intellectual , 
emotional and psychological growth and 
maturation 
POSITION RESP�SIBILITIES : 
1 .  Plan a program of study that , a.a much as possible, meets the 
individual needs, interests, and abilities of students. 
2 .  Create a classroom environment that is conducive to learning 
and appropriate to the maturity and interests of students .  
s . oa 
3. Guide the learning process toward the achievement of curriculum 
goals and--in harmony with the goals--establish clear objectives 
for all lessons, units , projects and the like to communicate 
these objectives to students. 
4. Employ instructional methods and materials that are most appro­
priate for meeting stated objectives. 
5. Assess accomplishments of students on a regular basis and pro­
vide progress reports a.a required . 
6 .  Assess learning problems of students on a regular basis, 
seeking the assistance of SESE specialists a.a required. 
7.  Counsel with colleagues, students and/or parents on a regular 
basis. 
8. Assist the administration in implementing all policies and/or 
rules governing student life and conduct, and , for the classroom, 
develop reasonable rules of classroom behavior and procedure , 
and maintain order in the classroom in a fair and just manner . 
9. Plan and supervise purposeful &esignments for teacher aides , 
and, in cooperation with the Director, evaluate their job 
performance. · 
10. Meet and instruct assigned class in the locations and at the 
times designated. 
1 1 .  Prepare for assigned class, and show written evidence of 
preparation upon request of Director. 
12.  Strive to implement by instruction and action SESE ' s  
philosphy of education and instructional goals and objectives. 
s . oa 
13.  Take all necessary and reasonable precautions to protect students, 
equipment, materials and facilities. 
14. Cooperate with other members of the staff in planning instt"Uctional 
goals, objectives and methods. 
15.  Assist in the selection o f  books, equipment and other instructional 
materials .  
1 6 .  Establish and maintain cooperative relations with others. 
1 7 .  Provide for his/her own professional growth through an ongoing 
program of reading, workshops, seminars, conferences, and/or 
advanced course work at institutions of higher learning. 
1 8 .  Attend staff meetings and serve on staff committees as required . 
19.  Perform other duties as may be assigned from time to time by the 
Director. . 
TITLE: 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
JOB DF.SCRIPrION 
SOUTH EASTERN SPF.cIAL EDUCATION 
Teacher ' s  Aide 
1 .  Two years of college 
2. Demonstrated aptitude for the work 
involved 
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: 9 months 
REPORTS TO :  Teacher 
EVALUATION: Performance of this job will be evaluated 
annually in accordance with the provisions 
of SESE policy on evaluation o f  personnel 
5 . 09 
POSITION GOAL: Provide a well-organized, smoothly-functioning 
class environment in which students can take 
full advantage of the instructional program 
and available resource materials 
POSITION RF.SPONSIBILITIES: 
1 .  Assist individual· children i n  need o f  special attention. 
2. Assist with reading and storytelling. 
3. Prepare class displays and bulletin boards. 
4. Assist teacher in supervising playground and gymnasium • 
. 
5. Perform teaching dut ies, under supervision of certified teacher. 
6. Work with reading groups. 
7. Prepare classroom activities. 
8. Perform clerical duties. 
9. Assist in drill work. 
10. Participate in in-service training programs. 
1 1 .  Perform other duties as may b e  assigned from time to time by 
the teacher or the Director. 
TITLE: 
QUALIFICATIONS : 
TERMS OF EMPLOYMEtfl' : 
REPORTS TO :  
EVALUATION :  
POSITION GOAL: 
5 . 1 0  
JOB DESCRIPI'ION 
SOUTH EASTERN SPECIAL EDUCATION 
Secretary 
1 .  High school diploma 
2. Experience and proficiency in secretarial 
skills 
3. Knowledge of proper procedures connected 
with office duties and experience in the 
operation of office machines 
4. Adequate knowledge and skills in answering 
the telephone ,  typing and bookkeeping 
1 1  months 
94-142 Project Coordinator 
Performance of this job will be evaluated 
annually in accordance with the provisions of 
SESE's policy on evaluation of personnel 
Assist the Coordinator and office staff in 
handling paperwork and such other duties that 
will allow them to devote a maximum amount of 
time to the problems of education and educational 
administration · 
POSITION RESPONSIBILITIES: 
1 .  Perform typing duties associated with daily operation of federal 
and state projects. 
' 
2. Maintain financial accounting for federal programs operated by the 
cooperative. 
3. Assist with collation of evaluative data from child counts. 
4. Assist with maintenance of records a.Hd documentation of activities 
conducted by federal and state projects. 
5. Prepare inservice materials produced by the special education 
district. 
6. Assist the coordinator with collecting needs assessments relative 
to inservi ce. 
7. Perform other duties as may be assisned from time to time by the 
Director. 
JOB DESCRIPrION 
s . 1 1  
SOUTH EASTERN SPECIAL EDUCATION 
TITLE: Bookkeeper 
QUALIFICATIONS : 1 .  High School diploma 
2.  Experience and proficiency i n  bookkeeping 
skills 
3. Knowledge of proper procedures connected · with office duties and experience in the 
operation of office machines 
4. Properly bonded 
TERMS OF ilitl'LDYHENT: 12 months (one-half time) 
REPORTS TO: Director 
EVALUATION: Performance of this job will be evaluated 
annually in accordance with the provisions 
of SESE ' s  policy on evaluation of personnel 
POSITION GOAL: Assist the Director in handling bookkeeping 
duties and related paperwork and such other 
duties that will allow him to' devote a 
maximum amount of time to the problems of 
education and educational administration 
POSITION RESPONSIBILITIES :  
1 .  Perform bookkeeping duties. 
2. Write pa_yroll. 
3. Prepare W-2 ' s ,  teacher retirement report , unemployment reports 
quarterly, IMRF and FICA reports. 
4. Prepare tax shelter annuities. 
5. Pay all bills by voucher checks. 
6. Keep all monies closely invested. 
7. Prepare 94-142 and Pre-School Iucentive quarterly reports. 
8. Maintain health and life insurance records for employees. 
9. Print monthly bill list and monthly financial report for the 
Board of Directors. 
10. Prepare yearly report for newspaper publication. 
1 1 .  Perform other duties as may be assigned from time to time by 
the Director. 
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6.01 
AIOOJAL PUBLIC JfOTIFICATION OF SCREENING 
Each local school district is required to actiTel1 seek out and 
identify all exceptional children in the district, agee 3-21 . 
Each local school district is required to notify all residents 
within the district of the special education programs and of the 
rights of exceptional children . 
6.02 
SCREENING 
Screening is "the process of reviewing all children in a given 
group with a set of criteria for the purpose of identif;ring 
certain individuals for evaluations who may be in need of special 
education." '!'he screening procees may utilize formal screening 
instruments , informal observation, or a combination of both. 
Screening procedures shall include but not be limited toi 81lllUal 
screening by teachers and other professional personnel , for referral 
of those children who exhibit problems which interfere with their 
educational progress and/or their adjustment to the educational 
setting; an annual screening of children between the agee or 3 and 
5,  to identify those who may need special education; hearing and 
vision screening at regular intervals during the child 's school 
career; speech and language screening of each child upon initia 
enrollment in a public school district in Illinois. 
6 .03 
APPROPRIA'l'ENESS OF REFERRAL 
The local school district determines the appropriateness of the 
referral for a case study evaluation. '!'his determination ma, 
require further observation, instructional assessment , consultation 
with the referring agent, consultation with the individual ' s  
teacher, and/or a conference with the child. After examination 
of all pertinent information, the school may either reeo11111end 
that : 1 ) a case study evaluation be conducted, 2) a ease study 
evaluation not be conducted and the reasons for the decision, 
or 3 )  service from professionals outside the educational domain 
be provided. The referring agent , if other than the parent , must 
be notified of the school distric t ' s  decision. 
6.o4 
PAREN'?AL CONSENT FOR CASE STUDT EVALUA'fiaf 
Written parental consent must be obtained before a case study 
evaluation can take place. If the parents do not consent to 
the case study evaluation, and the objection is not resolved 
by a conference with the parents ,  the school district may 
request an impartial due process hearing to decide whether or 
not a case study evaluation should take place. 
PARENTAL NO?IFICATION OF MEE'l'ING(S) 
State Rules and Regulations state that : "Parents of an excep­
tional child must be notified of the meeting to develop, review, 
and revise an exceptional child ' s  IEP. '!'he local school district 
must take steps to insure that the parents of an exceptional child 
are present at each meeting or are afforded the opportunity to 
participate , including: 
a. Notifying the parents of the meeting early enough 
to insure that they will have an opportunity to 
attend; and 
b .  Scheduling the meeting at a mutually agreed on time 
and place. 
c .  Tne notice must indicate the purpose, time, and 
location of the meeting, and who will be in attendance." 
( 1 )  If nether parent can attend, the local district shall us other 
methods to insure parent participation, including individual or 
conference telephone calls. 
(2) A meeting may be conducted without a parent in attendance if 
the local district is unable to convince the parents that they 
should attend. In this case the local school district must have 
a record of its attempts to arrange a · mutually agreed on time and 
place such as: 
a. Detailed records of telephone calls made or attempted 
and the results of those calls. 
b .  Copies of correspondence sent to the parents any any 
responses received, and 
c .  Detailed records of visits made at the parents '  home 
or place of employment and the results of those visits." 
6.06 
IEP MEETING 
If the initial multidisciplinary conference is held for the sole 
purpose of formula.ting a. placement recommendation, an additional 
meeting( s )  must be held for the purpose of developing the child 's 
IEP .  "Ea.ch local district mwst be responsible tor initiating and 
conducting one or more meetings for the purpose ot developing, 
revieving, and revising the IEP .  'l'he meeting a t  vhich an excep­
tional child ' s  IEP is developed must be held vithin thirty (30) 
calendar days ot a determination that the child needs special 
education and related services." 
6.07 
PARENTAL APPEAL 
"I! the parents object to the proposed place11ent within ten (10)  
calendar days of their receipt of notification of the proposed 
placement , they shall contact the local district , indicating 
their objection. The district shall then arrange a conference 
with the parents in an attempt to resolve the disagreement on 
placement . If the parents continue to object, they may appeal 
the proposed placement by requesting an impartial due process 
hearing. That request shall be made in writing to the superinten­
dent of the local school district. 
1 .  Receipt of a request for an impartial due process hearing 
shall cause the district to postpone its proposed placement 
of the child until the matter is resolved. 
2 .  '!'he cnild shall ' remain in his or her current educational 
placement , unless a mutual agreement is reached between 
the parents and local school district, until the placement 
issue is resolved. 
3. If the child is receiving no educational service and the 
parents are seeking initial placement in a public school, 
the child, with the consent of the parents ,  must be placed 
in the public school program until the completion ot all 
the proceedings ." 
6.08 
ANNUAL REVIEW 
"In addition to initial placement conferences and/or IEP meetinge, 
the educational status and continued special education placement 
of each child shall be reviewed at least annually in a conference 
attended by those professional persons working with the student , 
the parents , the child where appropriate ,  the special education 
director or designee who is qualified to supervise the provision 
of special education, and other individuals at the discretion of 
the parent or local district."  
6.09 
REEVALUATION EVERY THREE YEARS 
"A. reevaluation of the child shall be conducted every three years 
or more frequently if conditions warrant or if the child ' s  parent 
or teacher requests an evaluation." Parental consent must be 
obtained before the reevaluation is initiated. 
FORMS 
Psychological Services Referral 
Health History and Social Information 
Reevaluation Referral 
Social Services 
Case Study Evaluation 
Case Study Conference Report 
Physical Therapy Prescription 
Physical Therapy Consent 
Spe.ech/Languag·e Therapy Consent 
Individualized Evaluational Program 
Insttuctional Goals 
Weekly Work Schedule 
. 
Consent for Special Education Placement 
Class List 
Class List Change 
Telephone Call Report 
Receipt of Confidential Materials 
Consent for Release of Information 
Case Activity Summary 
DORS Work Site Form 
Work Experience Progress Report 
Pre-Vocational Transportation Approval 
DORS Billing Form 
Pre-Vocational Monthly Payroll Report 
DORS Program Service Budr,et 
Purchase Requisition 
Emergency Information 
Accident Report 
Notice of Suspension 
Field Trip Permission 
Request to Attent Professional Meeting 
Parent Notification of Student Fees 
Flexitime Schedule 
p,rent Notification of Incomplete Immunization 
I 
l SOUTH EASTERN SPIX:IAL EDUCATION i P.O. Box 185, Ste. Marie , IL 62459 I Telephone 455-3396 
REFERRAL IN.roRMATION R>R PSYCHOI.OOICAL SERVICES 
lFach of the sections on this form is important to the school psychologist in his attempt 
Ito understand and help the student. Please fill out each section completely . This rinformation is solely for the use of the school psychologist and completion of the 
1referral form does not constitute compliance with section 9.09.3 of the Rules and ! ·Regulations to Govern the Administration and Q.Eeration of SEecial Education. I Home 1 
r1'ame : Grade : School : District: ---
I r Birthdate: Sex: Teacher: 
l1'ame of father (stepfather, foster) :  
I �ame of mother (stepmother , foster) : 
I !�:Address: City: Phone: 
r 
!EACH.ER: Why sEecificallz are you referring this child? What information and/or services 
.do you expect the psychologist to provide? 
! 
, ' 
I' " 
1Describe the student ' s  present functioning. Please provide information relative to both Jacademic and social/behavioral functioning--even if a problem exists in only one of these 
• areas. 
� 
!Academic : 
! 
Social/Behavioral : 
I 
I 
-
Date Referral Submitted Signature of Sp. Ed. Coordinator 
� -
- 2 -
Put a mark in front of the statements that are applicable to this child : 
Doesn ' t  complete assignments 
-- Does well one-to-one , but not in a 
-- Doesn ' t  follow directions 
Cries easily or often 
group ::::: Fearful of new persons or situations 
Poor memory 
----- Poor handwriting 
-- Poor vocabulary 
----- Can ' t  write a simple sentence 
-- Trouble sounding out new words 
----- Difficulty with number words 
-- Problems expressing ideas 
----- Many comments unrelated to topic 
----- Irresponsible 
----- Open, friendly approach to others 
-- Liked by others 
-- Doesn ' t  hold a grudge 
-- Likes school 
-- Gets upset, but gets over it quickly 
-- Appears physically lethargic 
-- Daydreams, seems preoccupied 
- Sulks 
Mutters to himself as he works 
Gets lost in details 
-- Disorganized-often late, loses 
-- Appears basically unhappy 
----- Feelings easily hurt 
== Shy , withdrawn 
things 
Worries more than others 
----- Easily frustrated , gives up too soon 
----- Lets self be pushed around 
----- Poor peer relationships 
----- Clumsy, awkward 
-- Rotates or rocks his body 
-- Childish , immature 
- Doeen ' t  follow rules 
-- Disruptive 
-- Distractible 
Destructive 
Often rude 
----- Denies responsibility for own actions 
-- Doesn ' t  consider consequences of actione 
-- Doesn ' t  respond to punishment 
-- Has a "don ' t  care" attitude 
== Takes things that don ' t  belong to him 
Has to be first 
-- Plays the class clown 
-- Lies or tells untrue stories 
-- "Squirmy" 
-- Bullies others 
Boasts and brags 
Other 
------------------
In reverse chronological order (starting with the latest and working backward) show the 
student ' s  grades. Explain any marked changes in grades. 
Grade Date Rdg. Ari th. Splg. Lang. Soc. St. Sci. Writing Art P.E. 
STANDARDIZED INTELLIGE24CE �TS (Group and Individual) 
Date Name and Form Total Admin. by 
Given of Test C.A. M.A. Verbal I.Q. Non-verbal I.Q. I.Q. (title) 
- 3 -
I 
STANDARDIZED ACHIEV»mfr TESTS (Group and Individual) 
l>ate Name and Form Grade Equivalent or Percentile Admin. by 
Given of Test Rdg. Lang. Ari th. Splg. (title) 
�eacher ' s  estimate of current school achievement . Give approximate grade level or use the 
following code : ++ well above grade level; + slightly above grade level; 0 at grade level; 
.. slightly below grade level; -- well below grade level. 
Word Reading 
Recognition Comprehension Ari th. Spelling Lang. Soc. St. Science Wrtg. Art P . E  
Did this stvdent attend a preschool program? _ Where? 
Other schools attended Dates 
Qrades repeated Attendance: Regular Irregular 
Jote any special abilities or disabilities of this student: 
�ist steps already taken to help alleviate the problem. Were these successful? 
ISchool personnel who are working (or have worked) with this student : 
Social Worker or Counselor Speech Therapist 
Remedial Reading Teacher Other 
,,, Signature of Sp. Ed. Coordinator Date Referral Submitted 
- 4 -
Reports from personnel involved with this student : 
Principal : 
Speech Therapist : 
Special Teacher: 
Counselor or Social Worker: 
Other : 
Describe your relationship with the parents and their apparent attitude toward the child � 
the school : 
Additional information that will help the psychologist understand this student and hie 
problems: 
Signature of Teacher: �������������������� Date: 
Signature of Principal: ����������������� Date : 
SOUTH EASTERN SPFX::IAL EDUCATION 
P.O. Box 185, Ste . Marie, IL 62459 
Telephone 455-3396 
HEALTH HIS':OORY AND SOCIAL INFORMATION 
lease fill out each section as completely as possible. The questions are meant to 
be a guide to the interview--not to limit the amount of information reported . If 
ou come across something that appears to be significant , don ' t  hesitate to question 
further. Remember--the school psychologist is not familiar with the student or the 
family and is thus dependent upon you to obtain and report complete infon:iation. 
• BIRTH HIS':OORY: 
Unusual health problems during pregnancy: 
Medications taken by mother during pregnancy: 
Diseases contracted by mother during pregnancy :  
Falls or accidents during pregnancy: 
Mother's age at birth of this child: 
----
· How did this deli very compare with 
Full Term Premature Birth Weight 
-----
Normal Delivery ------- Breech Birth Caesarian ---------
Length of labor , anasthesia u.sed, instruments used, etc. 
----------------
Pupil's condition at birth : 
Was color good? --------- Did he breathe easily? ---------------
Injuries at birth: 
Medical attention during first month of life: 
• DEVEWFMDt'l'AL HI.S':OORY: 
Age sat up: Age sat alone : 
----
· Age stood alone : 
Age of walking: ---- Age of talking : Age talked words: 
Age said sentences: How is child ' s  speech? 
------- ---------------
Is speech similar to that of others in family? --------------------
Date Referral Submitted Signature of Sp. Ed. Coordinator 
- 2 -
Age weane d :  Feeding problem s :  Undernourished: -----
Age bowel trainin� began: Age when trained: 
Age when dry day and night: Has the child returned to wetting or 
soiling at any time? Explain: 
III. HEALTH HIS'IORY : 
Health and/or sensory problems of family members : 
Past illnesses and ages at which they occurred : 
Explain high fevers: 
Ras the child had a convulsion? Explai n :  
Has the child ever been referred to a specialist? ---- What kind? -------
Name and address: 
What were the parents told? --------------------------� 
Lengths and dates of hospitalizations: 
Surgical procedures: 
Serious accidents and dates of occurrence: 
Has the child ever been unconscious? ---- Explain: 
' 
I 
' 
I ! 
- 3 -
PRF.SDfT HEALTH: 
Does the child have any of the following symptoms more often than most children? 
( ) Indigestion ( ) Asthma ( ) "Nervous spells" 
( ) Constipation ( ) Colds ( ) Vomits food 
( ) Diarrhea ( ) Hay Fever ( ) Dizzy spells 
( ) Allergies ( ) Sinus trouble ( ) Ear infections 
( ) Runs a fever ( ) Headaches ( ) Aches and pains 
( ) Seems overtired ( ) Nightmares ( ) Lacking in pep 
( ) Eyestrain or difficulty ( ) Perspires in cold ( ) 
seeing weather 
Present physical complaints: 
Name and dosage of medication: 
Date of last physical exam : Comments or recommendations by the 
physician : 
Date of vision screening: Findings: 
Have ( lasses been prescribed? ���- Are they worn? 
Visual acuity with glasses: 
Date of hearing screening: Findings : 
On school nights the child goes to bed at: 
SOCIAL INFORMATION :  
Parents name 
Others in the home : 
Name and relationship 
Date Referral Submitted 
Age 
Grade 
Completed 
Age 
Rises at: 
Occupation Working hours 
Grade or occupation 
Signature of Sp. Ed. Coordinator 
- 4 -
Has this child ever been separated from the family for more than two weeks? 
When? Why? 
Have the parents ever separated during the child ' s  lifetime? 
Now separated? Divorced? With whom does child live? 
����� ���� 
Describe academic , social , or behavioral difficulties shown by siblings: 
List other agencies that are , or have been, working with the child and/or the family: 
Any other comments or observations that will give the psychologist a better under­
standing of this child and his/her family: 
Informan t :  Interviewer :  
Relationship t o  child: Date o f  interview: 
GENE STRAIN. DIRECTOR 
� �=������ __ S_o_u_t_h _C._a_s_te_>zn_S_,,_p_e_ci_al __ C.di_uc_a_tt_·o_n __ 
JASPER BOX 185 
RICHLAND 
STE. MARIE. ILLI NOIS ez45g PHONE 6 1 8  455·3396 
REFERRAL FOR RE-EVALUATION 
School Home Dist. 
-------- ------
Birthdate Sex Teacher{s) 
-------------- ----- --------------� 
:rather (Step, Foster) ---------------- _ Diiployment ------------
Mother {Step, Foster) Etnployment 
--------------
Separated {date) Divorced (date) Parent deceased (date) 
------ -----
Mailing Address -------------------------- Phone --------------� 
Latest Psychological Evaluation (date) Latest Staff Conference {date) 
------ -----
Eligibility --------------------------�--------------------------------
Why specifically are you referring this child for re-evaluation? What information and/or 
serTices do you expect the school psychologist to provide? ---------------------�
Major problems at the time of the previous evaluation: --------------------------
Major problems and/or areas of concern at present: 
••• -1"\�r '1 ;J • "·-·••'t· .. 
Date Referral Submitted Signature of Sp. Ed. Coordinator 
. 
1, 
- 2 -
Please provide information relative to present achievement levels, special abilities or 
disabil ities, social skills, work habite, parent relationships , etc. 
; 
READING : Teacher Achievement level I 
I ' 
' 
i I 
SPELLING/LANGUAGE: Teacher Achievement level 
MATH: Teacher Achievement level 
SOCIAL STUDIES/SCimcE: Teacher Achievement level 
SU�: Teacher Achievement level 
Student ' s  attitude toward school: 
Social relationships; sports, awa:y from school activities, etc . :  
I 
- ' -
Describe relationship between school personnel and parents: 
Special serYices proTided by the school: 
A�ncies/workers other than school µersonnel involved with the child or the family (attach 
reports) ---------������----�------------------�---
Attendance: Regular ---- Irregular ---- Tardy ---- Grades repeated ----
Special Education Services: Teacher(s) ------------------------
Date serTices began: Type( s ) :  
Present schedule for special education services: 
Major special education problems: 
tour goals for this student : 
Techniques found useful. Which were ineffective? 
In your opinion, is the child ' s  enrollment in your program appropriate? --�------
Date Referral Submi tted Signature of Sp . Ed. Coordinator 
' 
' ' 
- z. - ' ' -
TO BE C(J(PLETED Bf THE SCHOOL NURSE: 
',: 
Name Grade School Teacher l 
HEALTH IN!'ORMATION : 
Date of 
Examination Test Findings Examiner 
VISION R L 
H!'.A.RING R L 
Wears glasses: ?ES NO Visual Acuity with glasses ' 
Wears hearing aid: YES NO i 
I 
JUX:aommATIONS AND CCJOmrrS : , 
: 
What health recommendations previously made were carried out? Results? 
I 
Yh.at recommendations were not carried out? Why not? ' 
1 
1 
\ 
Describe any special medical attention, medication, hospitalization and/or accidents j 
la.st examination: I 
1 l 
i 
l 
Describe current health and/or physical conditione: 
I 
School Nurse Principal 
Special Education Coordinato 
SOUTH EASTERN SPECIAL EDUCATION DISTRICT 
Box 185 Ste. Marie, Illinois 62459 
Phone : 455-3396 
REFERRAL FOR SOCIAL SERVICES 
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL FOR QVALIFIED PERSONNEL ONLY 
Birthdate Age Sex 
------------------ ---------� -----------------------� 
Home District School/Class 
------------- ---------------------------------�
Teacher ----------------------------- Attendance : Reg. ---- Irreg. -----
Father (Step, Foster)
----------------------
Where Employed----------
Mother (Step, Foster) ------------------� Where Employed-------------
Marit� Status of Parents ------------------------------------------· ·�·�·-
Other Children in Family (and ages) 
Other Agencies Involved with Family (List) 
State Specific Concerns 
-------------------------------------------� 
Statement of goal you would like achieved ------------------------------
Please indicate i f  written parental consent for social services has been obtained. 
YES D NO D 
Signature of Teacher Preparing Report Signature of Principal 
Date Referral Submitted Signature of Sp. Ed. Coordinator 
CASE STUDY EVALUATION 
Date Referral I nitiated Date of 60 
(Begins 60 School Day Limit) School Day Limit-------------
Parental consent for eval uation obtained: Yes __ No __ 
Who initiated this referral? 
__
________________
_____________________ 
_ 
Student Name _______________________ Date of Birth -------- -----
Parents _______________________Home Phone 
Home Address------------------------------------------�
School 
____________
____________ 
� ri ncipa l _______________ __ _ 
Teacher {s) ----------·------
11. Describe child's problem(s): (Be as specific as possible - Use back of form if necessary) 
Ill. Language student uses: 
___ 
_ 
(Eng .. Span., etc.) 
How does child communicate? -----­
(verbally, sign language, etc.) 
Cultural background 
__________
_____________________
_
___
_
____ _ 
11V. Components of Case Study Completed: (Please send documentation) 
Date Completed 
Interview with child 
Consultation with parents 
Social Developmental study 
Medical history/current health status 
Vision screening 
Hearing Screening 
Review of academic history, current 
functioning, and educational achievement 
Evaluation of child's learning processes 
Assessment of learning environment 
{including classroom observation) 
Speech and language evaluation 
Psychological evaluation 
Other (describe) 
' V. Services requested from SESE 
Psychological evaluation 
Audiological evaluation 
Social developmental study 
Hearing Impaired Evaluation 
(ethnic group, race, socio-economic level. etc.I 
By Whom Completed 
Visually I mpaired Evaluation 
Physical Therapy Assessment 
Other (specify) 
Coordinators are to send a copy of this form as soon as possible. Also, forward completed forms as required for services requested to 
SOUTH EASTERN SPECIAL EDUCATION. 
Coordinator Date 
_
_________ _
_ 
_ 
SESE 01/81 District _____ .____________ _ 
1. 
I I 
I 
I 
L 
GENE STRAIN. DIRECTOR 
�=������ __ S_o_u_th_G_a_s_te_'Zn_S _____ pec_ia_l __ G_�_u_ca_ti_on_· _ JASPER 
RICH LANO 
BOX 185 STE. MARIE. IL..LINOIS 824!59 PHONE 6 1 8  455·3396 
PHYSICAL THERAPY PRESCRIPTION 
RAMJ:: --------------------------- ADD�S: --------------------------
PA.Rm!'St 
BIR'l'RDATEs DATE: . --------------------------
PHORs S CB 00 L TERM s  
A. program including the . areas checked belov is recoae.uded !or -------· 
Please make any corrections and/or additions as indicated below. 
DeTelopmenta.l ActiTities !or: 
relaxation or muscle toae 
head control 
cravling/quadraped positioning 
sitting balance 
standing balance and tolerance 
balance and equilibrium 
reeding 
ADL skills 
classroom positioning 
home progrMI 
!ine motor skills 
DIAGNOSIS: 
PERTINENT CLINICAL DATA : 
, l· COlf'l'RAIRDICA'l'IOIS: 
ADDITIONAL PRF.SCRIPTiotf ARD C<HmfrS : 
RAJU: or PllYSICIAN (please print or type) : 
. 
RCJit 
___ muscle strengthening 
gait training - transfers - home exercise program ----
orthotic check 
vheelchair check 
ADL skille 
� gross motor skills ---- !ine motor skills 
balance and equilibrium 
SIGlfATUU or PHYSICIAHl ---------------------­
ADmmB81 
PHONE: ----------------------------------------------------------� 
L 
GENE STRAIN. DIRECTOR 
����FORD South Caste?r,n Special Cducation LAWRENCE ������������������___::...-����·������������� 
I 
JASPER 
RICHLAND 
BOX 185 STE. MARIE. IL.LINOIS 824!59 PHONE 6 1 8  455-3396 
PHYSICAL THERAPY CONSENT 
����������������� to receive physical th�rapy services 
from Vicki Rose, Registered Physical Therapist,  a member o f  South ER.stern 
Special Education ' s  staff upon receipt of a P.T. Prescription from 
Signature Date 
Relationship 
I 
GENE STRAIN. DIRECTOR 
f������� __ S_o_u_t_h_G_a_s_te_�_n_S___.:;p_e_c_ia_l _  G_�_u_c_at_io_n __ JASPER 
RICHLAND 
BOX 185 STE. MARIE, ILLINOIS 62459 PHONE 6 18 455·3396 
Elizabeth Leighty 
Speech Pathologist 
September 1 5 ,  1980 
Dear Parent (Guardian) : 
has been enrolled in 
------------------� speech and language therapy sessions. The sessions will be 
conducted on from 
Therapy will be focusing on : 
articulation of speech sounds 
language development 
fluency of speech 
voice quality 
Correcting a speech problem does take time , but if you 
will support and encourage your child ' s  better speech efforts 
at home , the task will be easier for your child. 
If you have any questions regarding your child ' s  speech 
and language development , please feel free to contact me . As 
soon as possibl e ,  please sign and return t�e attached permission 
slip to:  
I 
South Eastern Special Education 
P.O. Box 185 
Ste . Marie , Illinois 62459 
�·� Elizabeth Leighty 
Speech Pathologist 
hereby acknowledge that my ___ (_s_i_g_n_a_t_ur_e-. _o_f_P_a_r_e_n_t_o_r G_u_a_r_d_i_a_n-.),__ 
child, , is permitted to receive 
____ (c_h_i_l_d_'_s __ n_am--e�)----------
speech and language therapy services . 
Date 
I E P  Date _/_ /_ I N DIVI DUA L I Z E D  EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM 
IEP Coordinator ----------
1 EP Review Date 
I EP Planning Participants 
CURRENT LEVELS OF PERFORMANCE 
ACADEMIC: 
Reading: 
Math: 
Spelling: 
PSYCHOMOTOR :  
SOCIAL: 
LANGUAGE/SPEECH: 
OTHER (self-help, 
vocational, etc.) 
School District -----------------
Position/Title Student's Name ___ (_La_s_t�)-----�(F�i r-st�l------, M-.-1.-) 
Birthday __ I __/ __ Chronological Age __ . __ 
Primary Language (other than English) -----------­
Present Educational Placement 
Vision Screening Date Examiner P F 
Hearing Screening Date Examiner P F 
Other Health Problems: 
Comments: -------------------------
(Based upon achievement, diagnostic, criterion· 
referenced testing, teacher observation) 
EXCEPTIONAL CHARACTER ISTICS 
EVALUATION/TEST DATE A. Trainable Mentally Handicapped p s 
B. Educable Mentally Handicapped p s 
c. Physically Handicapped p s 
D. Specific Learning Disability p s 
E. Visually Impaired p s 
F. Hearing Impaired p s 
G. Deaf p s 
H. Deaf/Blind p 
I. Speech and/or Language p s 
J. Educationally Handicapped p s 
K. Behavior Impairment p s 
L. Other Health Impairment p s 
ELIGIBILITY 
Program 
LEAST R ESTR I CTIVE A LT E RNAT I VES 
0 Regular Education with Related Services 
D Special Education Placement ------------------------
(Program) (Attendance Center) 
Participation in Regular Classes: 
Standard P.E. __ Reading __ Spelling __ Science 
_ Art 
Music 
D Homebound 
_ Math __ Social Sciences -- Home Ee. 
0 Other ____________________ _ 
RELATED SERVICES (•must have Annual/Short-term Goals) . 
(Date) 
_ Shop 
_ Other 
TYPE MIN/WEEK START END IMPLEMENTOR 
Transportation 
•Adaptive P.E. 
Aide-Class 
Audiology 
Braillest/Reader 
•eounseling Services 
•consultant Services 
"Driver Education 
Diagnostic Personnel 
t nterpreter Services 
Medical-diagnostics 
•Media Services 
•Art Therapy 
•occupational Therapy 
•orientation & Mobility 
Parent Counseling 
"Physical Therapy 
Psychiatric Services 
School Health Services 
•speech/Language 
•Social Work Services 
•Prevocational Counseling 
•work Study 
Other 
PARENT'S CORNER 
The following was explained: 
Yes __ No __ Evaluation ( Levels of Performance) 
Yes __ No __ Recommended Placement 
Yes_ No_ IEP 
Yes __ No __ Right to Review Child's Records 
Yes __ No __ Right to Independent Evaluation 
Yes __ No __ Right to Request A Due Process Hearing 
I/We agree with my child's I EP. 
I/We do not agree with my child's I EP. 
Signature of Parent/Guardian or Surrogate 
IEP FOLLOW-UP RECORD 
TYPE OF CONTACT DATE REASON 
ANNUAL I NSTR UCT I ONAL GOALS SHO RT-T E R M  I NSTRUCTIONAL GOA LS 
Date Achieved Student will do what? How accurately? Implementor Initiation Date Specific Skills Desired Evaluation Methods/ Achieved Procedure Materials 
I 
TE LOCATION NAME TIME COMMENTS 
. 
a.m. 
p.m. 
a.m . 
p.m. 
a.m. 
p.m. 
a.m . 
p.m • 
a.m. 
p.m. 
GENE STRAIN. DIRECTOR 
��:�•o•o South Casf e'ln Special £Jucation LAWREN C E ������-=-�����������-..!������������������ 
JASPER BOX I 05 RICHLAND 
STE. MARIE. ILLINOIS ez45g PHONE fi I R  455·:'396 
CONSENT FORM FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION PLACE}1ENT 
I agree to the special education program rec ommended ( ) 
and hereby waive the t e n  ( 10) day waiting period required. I have received an 
understandable explanation of the educational plan for my child which included: 
1 .  The results of the comprehensive cose study evaluation. 
2. The nature of the special education program or service needed by my child. 
3. The recommendations for plac�ment and the plan for implementing those 
recommendations. 
4. My right t o  object to the proposed placement and the specific procedures 
for making such an objection. 
I understand I will be notified of any major changes in the instructional 
program and that I shall have the right to a review of the proposed program. 
Return this form 
within 10 days t o :  
9-80 
Relationship 
to student 
����������������� 
Date 
Cl.1b:-; Li st - 1980-81 
Type of Progrurn : ( »Uf ,  'l}tH , L.D. , etc . )  
Clas::;roorn D Re-source D Itinerant D 
Date o f Date o f  
Name B . V .  Agt: late�;t lnt�st r;tnff Eligibility 
I>::;vchol. r.nnfr::>r-. nl"'r::> 
' 
. 
Comments 
COMMUNITY UNIT DISTRICT # 
CHA!'iGE IN CLASS LIST 
NAME OF STUDENT ADD DROP DATE TEACHER 
1 .  
I 
i 
I I 2 .  I i ! 
I I 
' 
3.  I l ' I 
I ' I 
4 .  i ' ' 
I . i ' I I 
5 .  ! ! ' ' ! I i ! ' 
. I j 
6.  
' I I 
I ' : : 
I i I I I I 7. I I I I i ' ! 
I 
8 . 
I I 
9 .  ' I 
i 
I 
Send To: South Eastern Special Education 
Box 185 
Ste. Marie, Illinois 62459 
------
EUGIBIUTY Atn'RORIZATION COMHE�CS 
' 
I 
i ' 
I 
I ' ' 
I I . 
I 
' 
I 
I I . 
I ; 
' ' I 
I : 
! I 
' I i I 
i I 
I ! I i i I I 
I 
Date 
I 
t;ENE SI HAIN UtllEC 1 011 
JASPER 
RICHLAND STE. MARIE. ILLINOIS s245g i'HONt: b 1 6  -l!>'• .IJYn 
Please record all long distance calls and submit this information to 
the SESE office on the last working day of each month. Complete � 
requested information. 
Person Calling 
and From 
What Location 
... 
To Whom 
and Number 
Time 
of 
Day 
--- , � (�.,'-� < ),4. Gene Strain, Director 
Length 
of 
Call 
-
Brief Description 
Of Reason for Call 
GENE STRAIN. DIRECTOR 
��=������ __ S_ou_t_h_G_a_s_te_�_n_S____:__pec_ia_l _ _ Ga_u_c_a_ti_·o_n __ 
,. 
JASPER BOX 185  
RICHLAND 
STE. MARIE, ILLINOIS e245g PHONE 6 1 8  455·3396 
Receipt of Confidential Materials 
Confidential mAterial is enclosed on the following named child: 
Please sign the acknowledgement of receipt of the confidential 
material below and return thie letter to Gene Strain , Director, 
South Eastern Special Education, P.O.  Box 185, Ste . Marie ,  IL 
62459. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
ABOVE MATERIAL RECEIVED BY: Name ------------
Title 
Date 
SOUTH EAST.l!':HN SPECIAL EDUCATION 
P.O. Box 185 
Ste. Marie, Illinois 62459 
CONSENT FOR REIEASE OF INFORMATION 
I authorize 
------�(-par---en--,...t/�gu�ar--,d�i-an_..)�--��� --�-(-f_a_c_i_l
_i-ty-/�ag--e_n_c_y_) ______ __ 
to rele&6e �------------�(�a-p_e_c�i�f�y--=-i-n�f-o_r_m_a_t-io_n __ t
_o�b-e __ r_e�l-e_a_a_e_d�)-----------------
about School Diet. �-----..(.--tu_d_e_n_t--,s�n-am--e�)--------- ---------------------------
to • �----------------------------�(--nam __ e 
__ 
o
_
f 
__ 
a
_
g
_
e
_
n
_
c
_y�)-----------------------------
Thia information ia to be used for the purpose of �---------------------------
(e . g . ,  diagnos t i c ,  I .E.P. planning, e t c .) 
This consent is to remain in force until res c inded by the parent or legal 
guardian or , until 
_____ (_Da_t_e_) ______ 
_ 
Thie consent may be revoked at any time by contacting the Director at South 
Eastern Special Education (SESE) . I under..1_tand that SESE has the right to 
inspect and copy the information which ia .,eleased. 
Refusal to give consent may result in the following: 
(Witness) 
(specify, i f  any) 
(Signature of Parent/Guardian) 
(Date) 
All the above blanks � be completed. 
No information or case records will be redisclosed w�thout written parental 
consent. 
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SOUTH EASTERN SP�IAL EDUCATION 
P .  O .  Box 185 
Ste.  Marie, Illinois 62459 
CASE ACTIVITY SUMMARY 
Activity 
.. ··-
-
·-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
·-
· 
- -- --- · - ----
- -- -------
--- ·- -· ·-- . . .  
I . · -i -' 
Worker 
DATE GRADE SCHOOL ELIGIBILITY 
--------- ------- ----------------- -----------------
SESE Representative 
DATE GRADE SCHOOL ELIGIBILITY 
------- ------ ------------------ --------------------
SESE Representative 
DATE GRADE SCHOOL ELIGIBILITY 
------ ------- -------------------- -------------------
SESE Represent�tive 
DATE GRADE SCHOOL ELIGIBILITY 
------- ------ -------------------- -------------------
• 
OORS: 42 (3/81) 
ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF REHABILITATION SERVICES 
WORK SITE FORM 
Name of Company/Job Site ------------------
Work Site Supervisor -------------------
Job-------------------------� 
SPECIF IC JOB DUTIES - What exactly will students do on this job? 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
Comments: 
Location---------------
Business phone ____________ _ 
Hourly pay scale $ __________ _ 
Beginning ----- hour 
Ending ----- hour 
Students placed on this job will be evaluated at the end of each school grading period. Regular, periodic visits to this work statior 
will be made by the school coordinator at the rate of visits per week/month (circle one). 
School Coordinator Date 
DORS Counselor Date 
' .,. 
·. . 
� WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRESS REPORT 
ltud.ent Tob Title Hrly .  Wage 
. 
ame of Company Address Phone 
-
reriod Covered by this report: through 
utstandino satisfactory unsatisfactory BASIC TOB REQUIREMENTS 
Personal Aooearance 
Follows Directions 
Attitude toward Work 
Ability to Understand Directions 
Ability to Get Alono with Suoervisor 
Ability to Get Alona with Fellow Workers 
Atte nda nee/Punctual it Y 
mtsta nding satisfactory unsatisfactory SPECIFIC J U B  DUTIES (As listed on Work Station Sit� Form 
1) 
2) 
3) 
I 4) 
S )  
6 )  
: 7)  
8) 
1 9 )  
Ii 
sed on this student ' s  job performance during the current progress report period , would you 
e him/her if an opening existed ? Yes No -- --
MMARY COMMENTS regarding Student/C lient's progress towards stated evaluation objectives 
. I 
I 
llllediate Job Supervisor (date) School Coordinator· (date) Student (date) 
. 
EVALUATION P.IAN FOR NEXT QUARTJR 
eriod Covered by this Plan: 
aluation Objectives (Should be stated in terms of observable behaviors) :  
• :  
ecommended Methods and/or Procedures for Obtaining Stated Objectives :  
omments: 
-. 
udent School Coordinator DVR Counselor 
.. ... 
GENE STRAIN. DIRECTOR 
���:FORD South Caste'ln Special Cducation 
1,...1r._.• LAWAENCE������������������������·������������� 
JASPER BOX 185 STE. MARIE. ILLINOIS 62459 PHONE 6 1 8  455-3396 
RICHLAND 
permission for Gary M. Sweat , an employee of South Eastern 
Special Education, to transport 
��������������
to the following facility: 
The time and date for this transportation is: 
I understand that by signing this document I release the 
abovementioned employee and South Eastern Special Education 
of any and all liability. 
Signature of Parent/Guardian 
Date 
First Week - Week of: 
Week Days Monday 
Hours Worked 
S econd Week - Week of: 
Week Days Monday 
Hours Worked 
Third Week - Week of : 
Week Days Monday 
Hours Worked 
Fourth Week - Week of: 
Week Days Monday 
Hours Worked 
Fifth Week - Week of:  
Week Daya Monday 
Hours Worked 
--- Hours per dtt.y 
Employe r ' s  
Secondary Work Experience Program 
School Year 1 9� 
Student Monthly Payroll Report 
Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Total Hours 
Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Total Hours 
Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Total Hours 
Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Total Hours 
Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Total Houro 
FOR SESE OFFICE USE ONLY 
Total Hours for Payroll Period 
��������-t 
Total Amt. Reimbursable from 
OORS is per hour 
Signature·--------�------�� 
VR:IL:64S(09/76) 
GROUP BILLING SHEET 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
Vendor No. (FEIN/SSN) 
, , , , , ,  L-1.--' 
Vendor ZIP Vend Type 
NAME OF CLIENT 
Vendor Signature: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
I I 
Document 
Number 
CLIENT 
ID NO. 
STATE OF ILLINOIS 
DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION 
1 I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I 1 I I I I ! I J I I I I I I I ! I 
Vendor or Payee Name 
I ' ! I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I I I i I t t I I I I I I I 
Vendor or Payee Address 
I I I I I I I I I ; I I I I I I I I I I I I i I I I I I I I I I I 
CLIENT AUTH. 
SOC. SEC. NO NUMBER 
. 
CITY STATE ZIP 
AUTH'D. Type SERV. DATE 
AMOUNT Serv. DESCR. ST Al DIST. FROM TO UNll 
If more than one page, enter subtotal on 
each. Show total on last page only. 
I I 
DVR Approval Sianatul'e..;._' ------------- I I 
Page Of --
I B, I I I I I I 
Invoice Number 
I I I I I I i 
OVA Vend Code 
IRS O ves 0 No 
1099 
UNIT BILLED 
PRICE AMOUNT 
Subtotal 
TOTAL 
UURS : b b  ( l / 8 1 ) 
SWEP Vendor #777  
ILLINOIS OJ:: Pl\RTMENt •JF REllA B i l . ITATION SERVICES 
.!:'ROGRAM SERVICES llUD(;ET 
Vendor Name 
For Period Beginning 
------
and Ending 
------
II of C 1 ient s to be S e rved in F'l 8 2 :  Severt? Non-Severe Total 
--- --- ----
II of C l ients Served During B i l ling Period: Severe Non-Severe Total 
----
EXPENIHTURI:: ITEM TOTAL COST AMOUNT CHARGEABLE 
TO DORS 
l .  PERSONAL SERVICES 
Vocational Coordinator/s 
Non-C e r t  l f  ied Job Supervisor/s 
C le r ic a l  
O t h e r  Specialized S t a f f  
2 .  EQU IPMENT 
3 .  TRAV EL 
C l ients @ 20% 
Coordinators @ <; /m i l e  
4 .  CONTRACTUAL 
Training Subsidies paid by vendor 
Community Employe rs ' Subs id ies 
App roved Workshops & Rehab Fac i l i t ies 
5 .  COMMOD ITIES 
Training Supplies 
Evaluation Supp lies 
Other 
6 .  OTHER EXPENSES 
TOTALS 
s/ Vendor 
---
Apµroving Au tho ri t y 
s /  DORS 
Approving Authority 
Thi:; is a mu l t ip le use form to repor t :  annual PSn ::iiao110t: actual t!Xpenditures b i l led, 
1 ine item r<!vis ions , supplemental PSI , cance l l a t  i.on. (Ci r e l� the �ropr iate � 
when submitt ing) . 
PURCHASE .R!BUISITION 
Name ���������������������� Date ������������� Class.�������������������� 
ITEM�AND DF.SCRIPTION 
AMOUNT TOTAL 
CATALOG NAME & ADDRESS PAGE # QUANTITY EACH AMOUNT 
.. . 
I 
. 
. 
. 
Requisitioned oy Approved by����������������� 
GENE s fHAIN. lJlllEC row 
�__,_r_,..,, �:������ ___ S_o_u_l h_G_a_.s_� l_e'l_1i_S____,1'--�e_ct_·a_f __ G_.1<_!_u_c_a_l_io_>_i __ JASPER 
HtCHl.AND BOX 185 . STE. MARIE. IL.LINOIS ea4159 
PHONE 6 I 8 455·33!16 
"�EROENCI INFORMATION" 
Student ' s  Name Birth Date 
' . 
-�����-�--����----�- -Mo-./-D_a_y_/Y-.--r-.
. Home Addrcuss Phone ---------------------------------------�-- ----------------
Fathe r ' s  Employer Phone ------------------------------------ -----------------
Mother ' s  Fnployer Phone -----------------------------------�- -----------------
Alternative Persons to be 
notified (Rela t i v e ,  Friend) 
i f  no contact can be m�de 
through above phoues 
--- , Phone ______________________ ...;. 
Phytiici�n o! !iret choice Phone -------------------------------
Addre ss --------------------------------------------------------------------
Phone Phy�ic ian of second choice -------------------------� ----------------
Address ------------------------------------------------------------------
I f  the p�rents and authorized physician, named above , cannot be reached at the 
tirne o !  an emergency, and i! immediate observation or treb tme nt ie urgent i n  
the judgment o f  the school authorities , do you authorize and direct the school 
authorities to send the child ( properly accompanied) to the hospital or doctor 
most e�sily accessible ? 
YES NO ------------ ----------
Any known chronic illnoee& d.iabe t e B ,  d1oumatic feve r ,  epilepsy, etc • ?  
N0'1'£: School will accept Parent 01 Guardian eignature only . 
1 Du te --------........ ------
Parent/Gutt.rdian Signature 
A11y medication to be adminitttored at echool? YES --- NO ----
Oo you giv6 permiesion to allow the teacher to administer the medication? 
n� NO ----- ------
Type ( a ) ot medication 1 .  
2.  
How and when i s  medication( s) to be given? 
Signature of Parent or Guardian 
. .  . 
Are there any . other probleme we ehould know about , euch ae epilep6y seizures, 
· or hernia wbich would prevent lifting, or any oth6r medical or physical problem 
about which the school should be aware? 
NOTE: School will accept Parent or Guardian signature only . 
Dtt.te 
.Pleaee return ae eoon as possible. 
OS:llllk 
Parent/Guard ian Signature 
Sincerely, 
Gene Strain 
Director 
---- · 
... 
- · 
----- · - · -
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GENE STRAIN. DIRECTOR 
�:������ __ S_o_u_t_h G_a_s_te�_n_S___:.p_e_c_ia_l __ G_d_u_c_at_io_n __ 
JASPER BOX 185 
RICHLAND 
STE. MARIE, ILLINOIS 6245� PHONE 6 1 8  455·3396 
NOTICE OF SUSPENSION 
------------
was suspended from the South Eastern Special Education (SESE) 
class for at ----------------------� -----------------� 
----------�' Ill . ,  for the following reason (s ) :  
Time of Occurrence 
School in 
------------------- ------------------
Date of Occurrence 
Location of Occurrence 
-------------------------------------------------
0 u ration of Suspension 
-------------------------------------------------
• Return to school on 
--------------------- ---------------------------------
' 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 .  A hearing officer will be  appointed by the South Eastern Special Education Council.  
2. A hearing shall be held at a time agreed upon by both the parents and SESE . 
3. Absence of the parents at a scheduled review proceeding may be construed as a waiver 
of review. 
4. SESE administration shall proceed first and the s.tudent or his/her representative 
may then respond. 
5. The rules of evidence shall not apply to review proceedings . 
6 .  All witnesses shall be subject to inquiry by both parties.  
7.  No more than 5 witnesses may be called by either party. 
8 .  Either party may record the proceedings at its own expense. 
9. Review proceedings will be held in executive session at the request of either party. 
O .  11he h�aring officer shall make a written statement of his findings t o  the SESE 
Council within five school days after the hearing. 
1 .  A written decision will be issued to the student and his parents within .10 school 
days by the SESE Council.  The decision shall contain n short statement of the fact s ,  
the basis for the decision, and the findings. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(Please return this portion t o :  Gene Strain, Director , South Eastern Special Education 
P.O. Box 185, Ste. Marie ,  Illinois 62459 
I have read the above statement and understand our rights to appear before the South 
Eastern Special Educati.on hearing officer to discuss the suspension of 
Signed 
0 
D 
I hereby wnive my rights to appear before the henring officer. 
I desire to appear before the hearing officer. 
Date ----------------------� 
--------------------------------------�
GENE STRAIN. DIRECTOR 
� f������� ___ <.._S_o_u_L '1_1_C_· "">_a_.5_' l_e_"-t_z_8__:;....,l_�_ec_·t_·a_l __ C._,d_u_ca_tt_·o_n __ _ 
JASPER l:lOX 1U5 STE. MARIE. ILLINOIS e24Slit PHONE 6 1 8  455·3396 
RICHLAND 
( Date ) 
FIELD TRIP PERMISSION FORM 
�----c-s_t_u_d_e_n_t_'_s N_a_m_e_) _______ _ 
has my permission to 
participate i n  a field trip on __ (_D_a_t_e_) __ _ The class 
will be going to 
�---(-Lo_c_a_t_1-· o_n o_f F_i_e l_d T_r_i_p_) _______ � 
No student will be pennitted to participate in a field trip 
wi thout the authorized signature o f  the parent or guardian. 
Signed 
( Parent or Guardian ) ( Date ) 
SOUTH EASTERN SPECIAL EDUCATION 
REQUEST TO A'M.'END PROFESSIONAL MEETING 
SIGNATUru.: 
APPROVED 
DISAPPROVED 
-------
Director 
NOTE: Please complete in duplicate and forward to the Director , South Eofitern 
Spvdol Education , Box 185, Sto. Morie , Illinois 62459 
CLAY 
CRAWFORD 
LAWRENCE 
JASPER BOX 18� 
RICHLAND 
S I "> S . { )>> l .
. 
<.. otiln ("',asle"ln c 1-1ecttl l.. ,< uca lt_<>�1 
_ _  - ·  
STE. MAR IE. ILLINOIS 02459 PHONF b 1 1\ '1'·" . i  • 
Denr Parent or GuArd iRn: 
South ERstern Special EducAtion (SE.SE) charges an instructional 
materials and supplies fee of �7. 50 per semest er for students Attending 
SESE classes. 
This $15.00 yearly fee will be used for instruction11l material s 
And supplies for your child , 
enrolled in the class for 
at 
-----------"----� 
�---�-����--�----� 
Please send fl check for 1� t o :  -------
South r:tlstern SpeciAl &luc::ition 
Box 185 
Ste. Mari e ,  IL 62459 
Make the check payable to South EAst1_- rn Special Education. 
If you have �ny quest ions, plense don ' t  hesitate t o  contact me. 
Sincerely, 
, -
· 
) ( I . ,., ;;::'.- . , . (.  ' .  \( ) 11 tt� • •. 
Gene Strain 
Director 
00 
30 
00 
30 
00 
30 
00 
30 
00 
30 
00 
30 
00 
30 
00 
00 
30 
FIEXITIME SCHEDUIE FOR -------------
For thP wP.ek of 
Month Day 
MONDAY TUE.SDAY WEINESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 
ease complete and return to Mary I.nu for days you h�ve echeduled in the 
�tr�l Offi c � .  SchedulP.A 8re due on Friday for the followin� w��k. 
G�nr StrA i n ,  OirPctor 
PARENT NOTIFICATION INCCJ.1PI.ETE IMMUNIZATIONS 
Dear Parent : 
'l'his letter is to inform you that your child 
�.,.-�����..,...,..�-...,.. has not been immunized against Measles . If we have one confirmed 
case of Measles in the school district your child will be excluded 
from school for 21 days after the onset of the last reported 
case, or until he shows docwnented proof of immunization against 
Measles. 
I f  your child had an immunization against Measles before the 
year of 1968, he/she is not protected and needs a repeat. Also, 
the Measle vaccine must have been given after 12 months of age. 
Our records show no immunization 
����..,..,....,...,.. 
immunization before 1968 
immunization before 1 year of age 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Sincerely , 
SESE Director 
School Nurse 
Child ' s  name Date ��������--
Our records may not be complete. Please return this form immediately 
if your child has had: 
Measles immunization by 
���-
Date (month/year) �Do-c�t�o-r---
Measles disease 
���-
Date (month/year) 
Signature of Parent 
